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Abstract
The ongoing wireless communication evolution offers improvements for industrial

applications where traditional wireline solutions causes prohibitive problems in terms of
cost and feasibility. Many of these new wireless applications are packet oriented and time-
critical. The deadline dependent coding (DDC) communication protocol presented here is
explicitly intended for wireless real-time applications. The objective of the work described
in this thesis is therefore to develop the foundation for an efficient and reliable real-time
communication protocol for critical deadline dependent communication over unreliable
wireless channels.

Since the communication is packet oriented, block codes are suitable for error control.
Reed-Solomon codes are chosen and incorporated in a concatenated coding scheme using
iterative detection with trellis based decoding algorithms. Performance bounds are given for
parallel and serially concatenated Reed-Solomon codes using BPSK. The convergence
behavior of the iterative decoding process for serially concatenated block codes is
examined and two different stopping criteria are employed based on the log-likelihood ratio
of the information bits.

The stopping criteria are also used as a retransmission criterion, incorporating the
serially concatenated block codes in a type-I hybrid ARQ (HARQ) protocol. Different
packet combining techniques specifically adapted to the concatenated HARQ (CHARQ)
scheme are used. The extrinsic information used in the iterative decoding process is saved
and used when decoding after a retransmission. This technique can be seen as turbo code
combining or concatenated code combining and is shown to improve performance. Saving
the extrinsic information may also be seen as a doping criterion yielding faster
convergence. As such, the extrinsic information can be used in conjunction with traditional
diversity combining schemes. The performance in terms of bit error rate and convergence
speed is improved with only negligible additional complexity.

Consequently, CHARQ based on serially concatenated block codes using iterative
detection creates a flexible and reliable scheme capable of meeting specified required real-
time constraints.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

The tremendous development in wireless communication has provided opportunities in
many related fields. New technologies and products are introduced into the market at an
ever-increasing rate. This wireless evolution offers improvements for industrial
applications, where traditional wireline solutions have prohibitive problems in terms of cost
and feasibility. Some applications require a wireless connection in order to function. Many
of these new wireless applications are packet oriented and time-critical. An example of a
class of industrial applications is measurement and control of moving objects. Another
sample application is communication to and from different kinds of vehicles in factory
automation situations. The applications are not limited to these specific examples, but can
be applied to wireless systems in general. This work presents the principles of such
schemes rather than the specific applications or the schemes themselves.

1.1 Probabilistic View of Real-Time Communication

A time-critical system or a real-time system has deadlines to meet. In this licentiate
work, we are interested in real-time communication systems where the timeliness of the
delivered data is equally important as the correctness of the delivered data. A recognized
problem encountered when transmitting over a wireless channel is the harsh
communication environment. This has limited the extensive use of wireless access in real-
time systems. Implementations of wireless communication systems for industrial use have
been attempted. However, the problem of guaranteeing real-time delivery is usually solved
in an ad hoc manner. As a consequence, it is not straightforward to evaluate the
dependability of the system with respect to real-time delivery.

In some real-time communication systems, it is often assumed that the deadline must be
met with certainty. This situation cannot be achieved with any physical communication
system due to noisy channel conditions [1]. The literature in the field of real-time systems
often discusses two different classes of systems, hard and soft real-time systems. In a hard
real-time system, late delivery cannot be tolerated. In contrast, in a soft real-time system a
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specified low probability of late delivery is tolerated, while permitting performance
degradation by relaxing the real-time constraints. In this work we introduce a probabilistic
view of the real-time constraints. This means that it is no longer meaningful to talk about
hard or soft real-time systems. Instead we talk about a deadline for delivery and the
probability of success in delivering correct information before this deadline. Thus, we
introduce two parameters: a deadline, tDL, and the probability of correct delivery before the
deadline, Pd. They can be viewed as Quality of Service (QoS) parameters of a real-time
communication system. A protocol layer can negotiate values of these parameters with an
upper or a lower layer. The protocol can accept a request, guaranteeing the delivery based
on the given QoS parameters, or reject it. If the request cannot be met the application can
possibly re-negotiate. Otherwise, the request is rejected. One of the objectives of the real-
time communication protocols is to maximize the probability that the communication
system will be able to accept the transmission request.

1.2 Deadline Dependent Coding

Within the context of a probabilistic view of real-time constraints, this digital
communication problem also has an elegant probabilistic formulation due to Shannon [2].
A fundamental result was formulated in [2] known as Shannon's channel capacity. The
channel capacity incorporates the effects of channel parameters such as thermal noise,
constrained bandwidth, and limited signal power into one composite parameter. The
channel capacity is a fundamental limit for the achievable data rate over channels described
by these parameters. Considering a wireless radio channel in terms of these simple
parameters, bandwidth is limited since the radio spectrum is a limited natural resource. The
radio spectrum is assigned according to strictly enforced rules and thus, a fully utilized
frequency band cannot easily be complemented by additional resources. Furthermore,
wireless devices are often battery-driven and therefore the transmitted signal power should
be limited to prolong battery life.

The significance of channel capacity is that as long as the communication rate is kept
below the channel capacity, an arbitrarily low error rate can in principle be obtained using
infinitely long signals. In real-time communications however, we have a time-limited
channel, implying that we cannot make the signals arbitrarily long. We also know that most
codes are good provided they are sufficiently long. However, decoding complexity may
prohibit the use of codes beyond a certain length. When a real-time communication system
is used, we are not only concerned with decoding complexity but also transmission time.
The question is how well we can perform when complexity requirements in terms of time
to decode and time to transmit have to be considered.

Consequently, wireless real-time communication calls for a new type of
communication protocol, as existing protocols do not address both decoding complexity
and transmission time. This has been addressed in [3] where deadline dependent coding
(DDC) was introduced. The main idea behind the concept of DDC is to make the
communication protocol deadline dependent. The protocol should also attempt to minimize
bandwidth,  transmitted energy and time required to successfully deliver the information.
The QoS parameters tDL and Pd are mapped onto a retransmission protocol, which plays the
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role of maximizing the probability of correct delivery before a deadline and still being able
to reject requests that cannot be handled. The DDC protocol performs a series of
transmissions triggered by a retransmission protocol, providing increasingly more
information for decoding the closer we approach the deadline. A retransmission scheme is
most significant at high noise levels, i.e. a temporary disruption on the channel triggers
retransmissions contributing to the robustness of the protocol. At low noise levels relative
to the signal energy used, a negligible number of retransmissions is encountered prior to the
deadline and we may instead take advantage of being able to use a shorter code in
conjunction with the retransmission scheme. Using a regular scheme with no
retransmissions, we may have to use a very long code to get the same performance during
bad channel conditions as that with the retransmission scheme. As the channel conditions
improve, we continue to use the same long code. A clearly inefficient way of coping with a
bursty channel is to design a code to operate under the worst possible conditions.

So far, we have discussed static and dynamic channel properties like throughput and
error rate. In a multiple access radio system multiple access interference (MAI) is
encountered. Hence, it is important to limit the interference created by the acting nodes.
Consequently, another advantage of a carefully designed retransmission scheme is the fact
that we only use the required amount of redundancy at any channel condition and thus the
amount of MAI is reduced. As the deadline approaches, it becomes increasingly more
important to get the information delivered regardless of possible undesirable MAI. As a
consequence, increasingly more channel resources are allocated in order to meet the
probabilistic requirements for delivery before the deadline.

The DDC scheme differs from existing communication protocols in a number of ways.
Most importantly, DDC explicitly uses the deadline to control the transmission suite. There
are a number of real-time communication protocols, e.g., [4] and [5] that are best effort
protocols and consequently do not give any guarantees or explicit predictions on the
probability of delivery. Other protocols have been developed which guarantee hard
deadlines [6]. However, they rely on a reliable channel. DDC strives to maximize the
probability of correct delivery over an unreliable channel. In this work the concepts of DDC
are further developed and new improved methods are used within the scheme.

1.3 Concatenated Coding

The relevant applications for this type of real-time communication are inherently
packet based. Since block codes are particularly well suited for packet transmission, such
codes are employed here. Low decoding complexity and high reliability is also required.
Hence concatenated codes are used. Concatenated codes were introduced in [7] as a way of
providing long codes with manageable decoding complexity. It consists of a cascade of an
inner and an outer code, where the inner decoder produces a posteriori probabilities (APP)
of the inner information symbols, which is used by the outer decoder. The recently
introduced turbo codes [8] are based on two constituent systematic convolutional codes
joined together in parallel through an interleaver. This is known as parallel concatenation.
The interleaver is used as an integrated part of the code to create longer, more powerful
codes. In addition, the turbo decoder uses a modular iterative decoding strategy for each of
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the constituent codes and information is exchanged between the two decoders.  The
resulting decoder is in general sub-optimal with respect to the MAP and ML criteria, but in
most cases the result will converge to the ML performance in an iterative fashion. It has
been shown that if the graph representation of the exchange of APP information contains no
loops, the iterative decoder is optimal in terms of the MAP criterion [9]. However,
numerous numerical results have shown that for cases where the graph representation has
long loops, the iterative decoder provides very good performance.

A time and safety critical application benefits from the long powerful codes yielding
reliable communication, while the processing time of the detector is kept low. Within a
DDC protocol, the iterative decoding algorithm also gives the opportunity to always deliver
something to the receiver just before the deadline. We can offer a fast tentative response
and progressively provide iterative refinements. This last-minute delivery can be
complemented by a measure of reliability of the delivered data based on APP information.

 Parallel concatenation of block codes as well as product codes have also been shown to
yield good performance, e.g. [10], [11] and [12], when decoded using iterative APP
principles. Serial concatenation of block and convolutional codes with iterative APP
decoding and interleaving, however, have been shown to offer significant advantages over
parallel concatenated codes [13].

In an iterative APP decoder, reliability information in terms of extrinsic information is
updated recursively [8]. After a sufficient number of iterations, the extrinsic information
reaches a steady state where no improvements are obtained for further iterations. This
steady state is reached when the iterative decoder has converged. The convergence behavior
of iterative soft APP decoding algorithms used for decoding of concatenated codes has
been paid considerable attention recently. Initially, there is much to be gained from each
iteration, but in most cases the performance reaches a point of diminishing returns. Iterative
decoding is a sub-optimal algorithm with respect to the ML criterion, which in most cases
approaches the optimal ML solution after a certain number of iterations. Since the number
of iterations needed is not known and also may vary, we need some sort of stopping rule.
Usually a fixed number of iterations is preset and we stop when the preset number is
reached. This method may lead to wasted iterations or performance degradation if stopping
too early. In [14] the received blocks are divided into three categories:

•  fast convergence to stable state with few errors,
•  no convergence with a large number of errors,
•  no convergence with an oscillating number of errors.

In order to classify the received blocks into these categories, several criteria were derived in
[14]. In [15] the average behavior of the APP as a function of the number of iterations is
studied for turbo codes. It is concluded that the most efficient way to use these APP as
stopping rules is through threshold setting.

A more thorough literature survey on concatenated codes is provided in Chapter 4.
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1.4 Retransmission Schemes

The main component in a DDC protocol is the retransmission scheme. Since we have a
time-limited channel, we must limit the number of retransmissions. This concept has
previously been investigated in [16]. We know how long it takes to send and decode a
packet and hence, the maximum number of retransmissions allowed is chosen according to
the deadline.

When data is transmitted in packets, an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) scheme [17]
can be used. Whenever a packet arrives, the receiver may choose not to accept the packet,
but instead request a retransmission through a feedback channel. To determine whether or
not a retransmission should be requested the receiver checks the quality or the reliability of
the received packet. Usually this is done by means of an error detecting code, like a cyclic
redundancy check code (CRC) [18]. A hybrid ARQ (HARQ) scheme, first suggested in
[19], uses an error control code in conjunction with the retransmission scheme.
Consequently, it tries to decode the received code word first and only requests a
retransmission if the uncertainty of the decoding decision is considered too high, i.e. if the
detection is below a certain reliability threshold. There are two main types of hybrid ARQ
schemes, denoted type-I, [17], and type-II, [20], [21]. A HARQ system of type-I implies
that the same message, i.e. the same packet content, is sent each time that the receiver asks
for a retransmission. In a type-II scheme the first transmission usually includes information
bits and a limited amount of redundant bits. These are only intended for determining the
reliability of the transmission, as if it was a pure ARQ scheme. If a retransmission is
needed, additional redundant bits are sent which are combined with the previously received
redundant bits. This way a stronger code with a lower code rate is obtained and the received
packet can be decoded accordingly, making it a hybrid scheme.

There are different methods of determining whether a decoding decision is sufficiently
reliable and hence different criteria for requesting a retransmission. The choice of method
significantly affects the character of the retransmission scheme. When an error detection
code, e.g. a CRC code as mentioned above, is used for requesting a retransmission this is an
example of a two code approach since two different codes are concatenated [7] for HARQ
purpose. Another method, termed the one code approach since only one error control code
is used, is to identify some sort of reliability information within the decoding process that
can be used to determine whether we need a retransmission or not. In [22] and [23] the one
code approach has been used in conjunction with the Viterbi algorithm.

There are also different ways of using the information in the previously received
packets, i.e. different packet combining techniques, in order to improve performance. The
retransmission scheme described in [3] uses a bit-wise majority voting procedure whenever
three or more packets have been received. There are, however, other methods that yield
better performance for soft decision decoding. The concept of packet combining was first
suggested by [24]. There are two major types of packet combining, diversity combining,
[24], [25], [23], and code combining, [26], [27], [28]. Diversity combining is in general
simple to implement, but does often not perform as well as code combining. The majority
voting schemes for hard decision decoding is a typical diversity combining scheme.
Individual symbols from multiple identical copies of a packet are combined to create a
single packet with more reliable constituent symbols. A code combining scheme
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concatenates several copies of a packet to form one lower rate packet. If i copies of a packet
with rate r are combined using code combining, a packet of rate r/i is obtained.

1.5 Concatenated Hybrid ARQ

The concept of concatenated HARQ is a relatively new area where most of the results
so far were published in 1997. The first time a turbo code, i.e. a PCCC, was used in a
HARQ scheme was in [29]. The turbo code is applied in a two code approach, where an
outer error detection CRC code is used both to implement stopping criterion of the
iterations and to generate retransmission requests. Several papers with similar ideas using
turbo codes in HARQ schemes followed, e.g. [30] and [31]. In [32] the idea of categorizing
the received blocks into three classes presented in [14] is extended to a HARQ scheme. A
retransmission is requested for the blocks categorized in a class where no convergence is
observed. This paper is the first to use turbo codes in a one code HARQ system. The first
time a concatenated block code with iterative detection is considered in a HARQ scheme is
in [33], where rate compatible product (RCP) codes are used.

Finally, the use of turbo trellis coded modulation is considered in [34] obtaining
noteworthy performance both in power and bandwidth efficiency.

1.6 Objectives of the Thesis

Based on the discussion in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, it is concluded that there are very few
alternative communication protocols for providing real-time communication with critical
deadlines over an unreliable wireless communication channel. The objective of the work
described in this thesis is therefore to develop the foundation for an efficient and reliable
real-time communication protocol for critical deadline dependent communication over
unreliable wireless channels. From the results in the literature, the principles of deadline
dependent coding tends to provide the most promising design approach for achieving this
objective. The work is therefore based on DDC, incorporating serially concatenated block
coding with iterative APP decoding.

The resulting DDC protocol presented here is based on concatenated hybrid automatic
repeat request (CHARQ) creating a flexible and reliable scheme to meet real-time
constraints. Each packet has a certain tDL and Pd required by the user or the application.
These two parameters will be translated into the maximum number of retransmission
allowed and the number of iterations of the sub-optimal decoding algorithm required per
transmission. Different aspects of the CHARQ scheme are discussed and evaluated in this
work.

If simple, cheap transmitters and receivers are required, e.g., a mobile sensor with
limited battery supply, the mapping of the QoS parameters onto the CHARQ-DDC protocol
may be done using a look up table. If the transmitter and receiver can be more costly, the
mapping can be done adaptively based on the current estimated channel conditions.
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1.7 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters. The contents of each chapter is briefly
summarized below to give an overview of the work.

In order to develop the CHARQ-DDC scheme for real-time communication over a
radio channel, we need to define a framework of methodologies and terminology based on
telecommunication and coding theory. This telecommunication framework will then be
used to map the real-time constraints onto a communication protocol for a digital radio
channel. The notations and concepts can then be used to unify the area of real-time systems
with that of telecommunication theory and provide tools for integrating real-time
constraints in a wireless environment. Chapter 2 introduces the required notation.

The necessary background regarding linear block codes is provided in Chapter 3. A
more detailed description of Reed-Solomon codes, the type of linear block code used in this
particular work is also given. Upper and lower bounds on the bit error rate provided by
Reed-Solomon codes using BPSK over the AWGN channel with ML decoding are derived.
The bounds derived in this chapter are used in the following chapter to obtain bounds on
concatenated codes. Finally, a graphical representation of linear block codes, a trellis, and
efficient algorithms that employ this trellis representation are also discussed. The
concatenated codes used throughout this work are decoded using a trellis-based algorithm.

In Chapter 4, the basic principles of concatenated coding are presented. Special
attention is given to serial concatenation of Reed-Solomon block codes. The performance
bounds of Chapter 3 are further developed to include the concatenated codes used. The
effect of the different components used to obtain a concatenated code, such as the
interleaver size and the structure and the type of constituent codes used, are discussed. The
concept of iterative decoding is described. Since we have a time-critical application,
different stopping criteria for the iterative decoding process are presented and evaluated
based on the convergence behavior of the iterative detector.

The basic features of a retransmission protocol are described in Chapter 5. The
concepts behind simple ARQ schemes and more advanced hybrid ARQ schemes are
presented and contrasted. The fundamental mechanisms for initiating a retransmission are
introduced. The principles behind a one-code approach where reliability information is
recognized within the decoding operation are discussed in more detail. The performance of
retransmission schemes can be improved by combining all received copies pertaining to a
specific packet. Diversity combining, in terms of equal gain combing, and code combining
are discussed in some detail. The concepts of throughput and information bit energy in a
retransmission scheme are defined and discussed.

In Chapter 6 we combine the concatenated codes used in Chapter 4 with a Hybrid ARQ
scheme described in Chapter 5 to obtain concatenated hybrid ARQ. Since the scheme is
based on concatenated codes using iterative detection and hence soft information is passed
between the constituent decoders, this implies that soft information may also be passed
between retransmissions to be used in the iterative decoding process. This implies that a
CHARQ scheme not only uses concatenated codes as the error control code, but also
concatenation between retransmissions. This concept is further explained in Chapter 6. The
performance of the CHARQ-DDC protocol is evaluated both from an information theory
point of view and a real-time communication point of view.
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Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and suggestions for future work.

1.8 Contributions

The contributions of the thesis are listed here and briefly described. A detailed
description is found in the specified chapter.

•  In Chapter 4, the approach in [35] and [36] is used for generating upper bounds for
maximum-likelihood decoding of parallel and serially concatenated Reed-Solomon
codes using BPSK modulation over the AWGN channel.

•  In Chapter 4, the convergence behavior for iterative decoding of serially
concatenated Reed-Solomon codes was investigated. The convergence behavior was
found to belong to one of three classes, described by fast convergence, slow
convergence or no convergence at all.

•  In Chapter 6, serially concatenated Reed-Solomon codes with iterative decoding
was incorporated into an ARQ protocol, creating an efficient CHARQ-DDC
scheme.

•  In Chapter 6, the use of APP information from previously decoded copies of the
same packet in the iterative decoding process of the most recently received copy of
the packet, was conveniently interpreted as iterative decoding of a parallel
concatenated system of serially concatenated codes.

•  In Chapter 6, the technique of saving the extrinsic information and used it when
decoding after a retransmission was interpreted both as turbo code combining or
concatenated code combining and as a doping criterion yielding faster convergence.
As a doping criterion, the extrinsic information was used in conjunction with
traditional diversity combining schemes.

•  In Chapter 6, the outer extrinsic information from previously decoded copies of the
same packet was used in the decoding process of the most recently received copy of
the packet, providing an entirely new code combining scheme.
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Chapter 2 

System Model

The communication system used throughout this work can be described by the block
diagram in Figure 2.1. The information source generates a sequence of information
symbols. These symbols are grouped into blocks K symbols long, denoted m. The encoder
then adds a controlled amount of redundant symbols to each of these blocks, producing a
longer N-symbol code block, c. In the modulator each symbol in the N-symbol code block
is associated with a corresponding signal waveform, si(t) of duration T, for transmission
over the channel. We have used binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation [1]
throughout this work, not because it is the best possible modulation method, but because it
is a commonly used method in many existing hardware platforms. The channel corrupts the
signal waveforms in a random manner. A simple and frequently used mathematical model
for the communication channel is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [1]
which models thermal noise present in all electronic equipment. It adds a Gaussian random
noise process n(t) to the transmitted signal s(t). At the demodulator the corrupted signal
waveforms are reduced to a sequence of numbers, r, that represents sufficient statistics for
detection of the transmitted symbols [1]. The vector r of observables thus contains all
statistical information relevant for optimal detection of m. The sequence of observables is
then fed to the decoder, which attempts to reconstruct the original information sequence,
ˆ ,m  using the redundant symbols.

In many cases the received symbol vector, r, is first sent through a two-level quantizer,
providing the decoder with only digital zeros and ones. When a two-level quantizer is used
the decoder is said to make hard decisions and the resulting channel (consisting of the
modulator, the AWGN channel, the demodulator and the quantizer) is called a binary
symmetric channel, (BSC) [1]. Decisions based directly on the unquantized demodulator
output, so-called soft decision decoding, require a more complex decoder that can handle
continuous or non-binary inputs, but as we shall see, offers a significant performance
improvement over hard decision decoding.
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Figure 2.1. Block diagram of the digital communication system.

Assume that the decoder has received a vector r. The decoder that minimizes the
probability of error will then select the sequence ĉ = ck iff [1]
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Consequently the optimum ML receiver will set ĉ = ck iff

2 2| | | | ,k i− < −r c r c (2.5)

where

2 2

1

| | ( ) .
n

i j ij
j

r c
=

− = −∑r c (2.6)

The expression in (2.6) is called the squared Euclidean distance. A decoder that
calculates the squared Euclidean distance for a sequence transmitted over an AWGN
channel is called a maximum-likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) for the AWGN
channel. For the case of constant amplitude modulation, then

1

arg max arg max .
n

t
i j ij

i i
j

r c
=

⋅ = ⋅∑r c (2.7)

If hard decisions are made on r prior to decoding by means of a two-level quantizer,
then the decoder experiences a BSC. In this case a MLSD for the BSC will instead select
ĉ = ck iff [1]

' '( | ) ( | ) ; ,k ip p i k′ ′= > = ∀ ≠r rr c c r c c (2.8)

where r'=[r0, r1, …, rN-1] and ri∈ {0,1} for i=0, 1, …, N-1 is the received sequence as
delivered to the decoder. The BSC changes a binary "0" to a binary "1" with probability p,
Figure 2.2. This so-called cross-over probability p can easily be determined for a two-level
quantized AWGN channel using a probability density function similar to that of equation
(2.4), [1]. Whenever r' differs from ci in d coordinates:

[ | ] ; 1 .
d

d N d N
i

p
P p q q q p

q
−  ′ = = − 

 
r c � (2.9)

where N is the number of components in r'. The quantity d is known as the Hamming
distance between r' and ci, which is the number of positions in which two vectors differ.

Figure 2.2. The binary symmetric channel (BSC).

q

q
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A MLSD for an AWGN channel computes the squared Euclidean distance between the
received sequence r and all the qk available code words. For a BSC, the Hamming distance
is required instead. For both cases this is a complex operation even for small k. There
exists, however, algorithms that reduces the complexity of the MLSD to a manageable
level. They usually require a graphical representation of the code, which will be further
explained in the succeeding chapter.
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Chapter 3 

Block Codes

The necessary background regarding linear block codes is provided in this chapter. A
general description of linear block codes is followed by a more detailed description of
Reed-Solomon codes, the type of linear block code used in this particular work. Upper and
lower bounds on the bit error rate provided by Reed-Solomon codes using BPSK over the
AWGN channel with ML decoding are derived. The bounds derived in this chapter will be
used in the succeeding chapter to obtain bounds on the concatenated codes. Finally, a
graphical representation of linear block codes, i.e. a trellis, and efficient algorithms that
employ this trellis representation are also discussed. The concatenated codes used
throughout this work are decoded using a trellis-based algorithm.

3.1 Introduction to Block Codes

Block codes introduce controlled amounts of redundancy into a transmitted data
stream, enabling the receiver to make more accurate decisions about the transmitted
sequence although it is corrupted by noise over the communication channel. The linear
block codes used throughout this work are Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [18]. These codes are
especially good at handling noise bursts, which is a common phenomenon in a wireless
communication system due to fading. Reed-Solomon codes are also maximum-distance
codes; i.e. its code words are at maximum achievable symbol distance from each other for a
given number of information symbols and a fixed block length.

The information data stream is divided into blocks of K symbols, m=[m0, m1, …, mK-1],
where m is a row vector with symbols each taking values from the Galois field, GF(q) [18].
The concept of a field is explained further in the succeeding section. Such symbols are q-
ary, representing log2(q) bits of information each. Each message block of K symbols is then
encoded, generating a code word of N symbols c=[c0, c1, …, cN-1], where N>K, each symbol
again taking values from the GF(q). Consequently, the total amount of redundancy
introduced is N-K. Reed-Solomon codes have a minimum distance between the code words
of dmin= N-K+1, meaning that no two code words are closer than dmin to each other. The
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distance is here measured in terms of the number of symbols in which the two code words
differ. For Reed-Solomon codes, this distance dmin, is the maximum achievable separation
between the code words for a given number of information symbols and a fixed block
length, as mentioned above.

Any linear (N,K) block code, C, can be described by a generator matrix G according to

0,0 0,1 0, 10

1,0 1,1 1, 11

1 1,0 1,1 1, 1

,

N

N

K K K K N

g g g
g g g

g g g

−

−

− − − − −

  
  = =   
     

g
gG

g

�

�

� � ��
�

(3.1)

which when multiplied by the information symbol block, m, produces a code word, c,
according to c = m ∗ G, where " ∗ " denotes multiplication using Galois field arithmetic [18].
Associated with each linear (N,K) block code C is also a parity check matrix H as

0,0 0,1 0, 10

1,0 1,1 1, 11

1 1,0 1,1 1, 1

,

N

N

N K N K N K N K N

h h h
h h h

h h h

−

−

− − − − − − − − −

  
  = =   
     

h
hH

h

�

�

� � � �
�

(3.2)

which when multiplied with a valid code word, c, returns the all zero vector as c ∗ HT=0.
Thus, when a vector, c', that is not a valid code word in C is multiplied with H, the result
will consequently not be equal to the all zero vector.

When a received vector r=c+n is multiplied by the parity check matrix as r ∗ HT the
resultant vector is called the syndrome vector for r. Traditionally, algebraic decoding of
linear block codes is performed by passing the received vector through a two-level
quantizer and then computing its syndrome. The syndrome is then used in a lookup table to
find the corresponding error pattern, and finally the error pattern is subtracted from the
received quantized vector. For non-binary codes the locations as well as the magnitudes of
the errors have to be determined, e.g. [18], [37] and [38]. The algebraic decoding procedure
is ML for the BSC.

3.2 Galois Fields and Reed-Solomon Codes

A field, F, is a set of elements in which we can do addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division without leaving the set [18]. The smallest possible field consists of two
elements, the additive identity element, denoted '0', and the multiplicative identity element,
denoted '1'. F is a commutative group under addition and the set of non-zero elements in F
is a commutative group under multiplication. Multiplication is distributive over addition.
Every element a in a field has an additive inverse -a such that a+(-a)=0. Also, every
nonzero element a in a field has a multiplicative inverse a-1 such that a ⋅a-1=1. The total
number of elements in a field is termed the order of the field. A field with a finite number
of elements is called a finite field, GF. For any prime p, there exists a finite field of order p.
In fact, for any positive integer, m, it is possible to extend the prime field GF(p) to a field of
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q=pm elements, which is called the extension field of GF(p) and is denoted GF(pm) or
GF(q). Furthermore, it has been proved that the order of any finite field is the power of a
prime. Finite fields are also called Galois field, hence GF, in honor of their discoverer.

 The elements in a GF(q) can be represented by the additive identity element 0 and q-1
consecutive powers of a primitive field element, α ∈ GF(q). This representation is called
power representation, see Table 3.1, column 1. A primitive element α  has order e such that
α e = 1, where e=q-1. This makes the field closed under multiplication and we use this
property to stay in the field. Every finite field GF(q) contains at least one primitive element.

f (x) = fm x
m+ fm-1 xm-1+…+ f1 x + f0 of degree m in indeterminate x is called a polynomial in

x over a field F, where f0, f1, …, fm∈ GF(q). A polynomial of arbitrary degree, say m, with
coefficients from GF(2) is called an irreducible polynomial if f(x) is not divisible by any
polynomial over GF(2) of degree v, where v∈ {1, 2, …, m-1}. The primitive element α  is a
zero in an irreducible polynomial of degree m, where q=2m. It can be shown that any
irreducible polynomial over GF(2) of degree m always divides xq-1+1, where q=2m. An
irreducible polynomial p(x)=_pm_x

m+_pm-1x
m-1+…+_p1x_+_p0 of degree m, where p0,_p1,_…,_pm

∈ GF(2), is called a primitive polynomial if the smallest possible integer n for which p(x)
divides xn+1 is 2m-1. The primitive polynomial is used to represent the field elements in
polynomial form, see Table 3.1, column 2. The property_ ( )p α = 0 makes the field closed
under addition.

Example: Let p(x) be a primitive polynomial of degree m over GF(2). Different primitive
polynomials for different field or different extensions of the binary field can be found in the
appendix of [18]. For the GF(8), we have p=2 and m=3 and thus the primitive polynomial
for GF(23) from [18] is p(x)=x3+x+1. The elements in the GF(8) field, expressed in power
representation, are {0,1,α ,α 2,α 3,α 4,α 5,α 6}. Note that the element 1 can be written as
α 0. The power representation is used for field multiplication. The exponents are simply
added together and the field is closed under multiplication since we know that α q-1=α 7=
α 0=1. Consequently, α 4 ⋅ α 5=α 9=α 2. In order to perform addition the field elements are
expressed in polynomial form. This is accomplished using the fact that ( )p α =0 and
α α+ =0, hence α = -α  and α 3=α +1. The polynomial representation is then used for
additions. It should be noted that α 7=α (α 2+1)=α 3+α =α +1+α =1, hence the field is also
closed under addition. The elements in GF(8) are shown in Table 3.1 both in power
representation, polynomial form and binary representation.

∆∆
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Power
representation

Polynomial representation,
use α 3=α +1

Binary representation,
use α =2

0 0 000

1 1 001

α α 010

α 2 α 2 100

α 3 α 3=α +1 011

α 4 α (α +1)=α 2+α 110

α 5 α (α 2+α )=α 3+α 2 = α 2+α +1 111

α 6 α (α 2+α +1)=α 3+α 2 +α =α +1+α 2+α =
=α 2 +1

101

Table 3.1. The elements of GF(8) in power, polynomial and binary representation.

3.2.1  Generator Matrix for Reed-Solomon Codes

An RS(N,K) code, defined over GF(q) with minimum distance dmin=N-K+1, is most
conveniently constructed through a so-called generator polynomial [18],

( )( ) ( )min 12( ) ... ,dg x x x xα α α −= − − − (3.3)

where α  is the corresponding primitive element. This construction ensures all the
properties of an RS code and is a well-known standard approach [18]. The generator
polynomial can also be expressed as

1
1 1 0( ) ,N K N K

N K N Kg x g x g x g x g− − −
− − −= + + + +� (3.4)

where the coefficients gi∈ GF(q) and i=0, 1, …, N-K. In addition, a sequence of symbols
can be represented as a polynomial with q-ary coefficients. For example, the information
symbol sequence m=[m0, m1, …, mK-1] can be expressed as

1 2
1 2 1 0( ) ... .K K

K Km x m x m x m x m− −
− −= + + + (3.5)

The polynomial representation of the RS code word c=[c0, c1, …, cN-1] corresponding to the
message m is then similarly

1 2
1 2 1 0( ) ... ,N N

N Nc x c x c x c x c− −
− −= + + + (3.6)

which conveniently can be computed as c(x)=m(x)g(x) using Galois field arithmetic. It
follows that
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0 0 0
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2 0 2 1 1 2 0

0 1 1 0

1 1 2 1 1 0

2 2 1 1
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N K N K N K N K

N K N K K N K

N K N K
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(3.7)

The structure of the code symbol generation reveals the structure of the corresponding
generator matrix as

0 1 20

0 11

0 1 21

0 0 0
0 0 0

,0
0 0
0 0 0

N K

N K

N KK

g g g g
g g g

g g g g

−

−

−−

  
  
  = =   
  
     

g
g

G

g

� �

� � �

� ���
� � � �

�

(3.8)

where c=m ∗ G.

Example: For RS(7,3) defined over GF(8) with dmin=N-K+1=5 we have

2 3 4 3 2 3 3 4( ) ( )( )( )( ) .g x x x x x x x x xα α α α α α α= − − − − = + + + +

Note that none of the coefficients are zero, hence ensuring a proper RS code, and that all
operations are carried out using field arithmetic. The generator polynomial g(x) can then be
used to construct the generator matrix G as

3 1 0 3 0

3 1 0 3 0

3 1 0 3 0

0 0
0 0 .
0 0

α α α α α
α α α α α

α α α α α

 
 =
 
 

G (3.9)

∆∆

The Reed-Solomon code word symbols are always q-ary, where q>2. Before they can
be transmitted onto the channel they have to be modulated. In this work we are using a
binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation technique. This means that the q-ary code
word symbols are translated into a sequence of log2(q) binary channel symbols before
transmission. At the receiver, the channel symbols are demodulated and can then be
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translated back to q-ary code word symbols. The notation RS(7,3) implies a Reed-Solomon
code with three information symbols that are coded into a code block of seven symbols.
The symbols are defined over GF(8), which means that q=8 and there are consequently
eight different symbols available. Each octal code symbol is thus translated into three
binary channel symbols for modulation. Since we are transmitting a "binary RS code" over
the channel, we are interested in knowing the capability of this "new" code. Consequently,
the next section is concerned with bounds on "binary RS codes".

3.3 Bounds for Reed-Solomon Codes Viewed as Binary Codes

Assume that the (N,K) Reed-Solomon block code, RS(7,3), is used to transmit
information over an AWGN channel. Each code word in C, here denoted code block, has
K=3 information symbols with a total of N=7 code symbols, resulting in N-K=4 redundant
symbols, Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. The RS(7,3) code.

These code symbols are transmitted over the channel using binary coherent PSK (BPSK)
modulation. Since the RS(7,3) is defined over the GF(q) with q=N+1, the code symbols
here are octal and hence each code symbol will have to be represented by log2(q)=3 binary
code bits. The code block transmitted over the channel will consequently contain 3×7=21
code bits, here denoted n, and 3×3=9 information bits, k, yielding a (n,k) block code,
Figure 3.2. Henceforth we will be using K and N to denote q-ary symbols belonging to
GF(q), while k and n denotes binary symbols, bits, belonging to GF(2).

Figure 3.2. The RS(7,3) code seen as a (21,9) binary block code.

Code block with
N code symbols

N-K redundant symbolsK information symbols

k information bits

Code block with n code bits

n-k redundant bits
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The mapping from octal symbols to binary bits will be done while maintaining the
vector space structure used to implement the Galois field, as seen in Table 3.2. The BPSK
modulation in turn will map:

'1 'i cc E= → +

'0 'i cc E= → −

for transmission over the channel, where Ec is the energy required to transmit one single
code bit ci in the block and  i=0, 1, …, n-1.

Code
symbol

Code
bits

0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
α 0 1 0

2α 0 0 1
3α 1 1 0
4α 0 1 1
5α 1 1 1
6α 1 0 1

Table 3.2. Mapping between code symbols and code bits.

Let E denote the total transmitted signal energy per code block. Since there are n=21
code bits per code block,

cE nE= (3.10)

and since each block has k=9 information bits

c
b c

C

EE n
E E

k k r
= = = (3.11)

where rC = k/n=K/N is the rate of code C and Eb is the total energy required to transmit a
single information bit. Since the AWGN vector channel adds a random noise vector n to
each signal vector s, each bit in a received block, r = s + n, where r = [r0, r1, …, rn-1], is a
random variable with the following distribution:

0, ; 0,1,..., 1
2j c

N
r E j n ∈ Ν ± = −  

, (3.12)
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or, if normalized with respect to the expectation value

01, ; 0,1,..., 1
2j

c

N
r j n

E

 
∈ Ν ± = − 

 
. (3.13)

In order to provide an upper bound on the probability of information bit error when ML
decoding is used, we start by defining the pair-wise code word error probability [1],
P2[si,sk], which is the probability of the event that the received vector r is closer to sk than to
si when si is the signal vector transmitted and i ≠ k. For any set of M equally likely signals
{si}, where i=0, 1, …, M-1 and in our case M=qK=2k, an upper bound on the probability of
bit error, P[e] can be obtained using the union bound [1]. First the union bound is applied to
the conditional error probability given knowledge of the transmitted code word and hence
the corresponding signal vector

1

2
0

( )

P[ | ] P [ , ].
M

i i k
k
k i

e
−

=
≠

≤ ∑s s s (3.14)

We have here used the fact that the probability of a finite union of events is bounded above
by the sum of the probabilities of the constituent events, i.e. the union bound. The bound in
(3.14) is especially useful when the signal set {si} is completely symmetric since then
P[e.|.si]=P[e]. This is the case for any linear block code, i.e. performance is independent of
the particular code word transmitted since the code structure is regular. Each term in the
general bound of equation (3.14) is the probability of error for a system that uses the
vectors si and sk as signals to communicate one of two equally likely signals. For the
AWGN channel the P2[si,sk]  simplifies to

2

0

| |
P [ , ] .

2
i k

i k Q
N

 −=    

s s
s s (3.15)

Since we are using BPSK we have

( ) ( )
1 222
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| | 2 4 ,
n
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j

s s h E h r E
−

=

− = − = =∑s s (3.16)

where hi,k is the number of positions in which the two vectors si and sk differs. If the all-zero
code word is used as a reference, hk is just the Hamming weight of the signal vector sk. The
upper bound then follows from equation (3.14) and becomes

1

1 0
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P[ ] .

M
k C b

k
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h r E
e Q
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=
≠

 
≤    
∑ (3.17)

Grouping together code word vectors with the same Hamming weight d we can rewrite
equation (3.17) as
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0
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P[ ] .
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n
C b

d
d d
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e A Q
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≤    
∑ (3.18)

Note that we no longer sum over all M existing code words in C, but rather over all the
possible weights a code word can have. Recall that n is the number of bits in the code
block, and consequently also the maximal weight. Ad, called the weight distribution of the
code, is the number of code words of weight d in the code C. It follows that Ai = 0 when
i=1,_2,_…,_dmin-1, where dmin is the minimum distance of the code C.  It should be noted that
it is not possible to use the well-known closed form expression available for calculating the
symbol weight distribution of an RS code [18], as we no longer are on symbol level. Ad is
often written as a polynomial according to

2
0 1 2

0

( ) ... ,
n

C n d
n d

d

A D A A D A D A D A D
=

= + + + + =∑ (3.19)

where D is a dummy variable. This representation of Ad is often called the weight
enumerator [18] or the weight enumerating function (WEF) [35]. Since we are using Ad the
expression in equation (3.18) gives us an upper bound on the probability of code bit error.
If we want an upper bound on the probability of information bit error, we need to find the
relation between the weight distribution of the code words and the weight distribution of
the information words. The input-output weight distribution, Bw,d, denotes the number of
code words in C with Hamming weight d generated by information blocks with Hamming
weight w. The input-output weight enumerating function (IOWEF) [35], of a linear block
code C is given by

( ) ,
0 0

, .
k n

C w d
w d

w d

B W D B W D
= =
∑∑� (3.20)

Note that:

,
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.
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d w d
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A B
=
∑� (3.21)

This yields the union bound on the probability of information bit errors as

,
1 1 0

2
[ ] .

k n
C b

b w d
w d

dr Ew
P e B Q

k N= =

 
≤    
∑∑ (3.22)

The weight distribution and the input-output weight distribution of the RS(7,3) viewed as a
binary (21,9) code are tabulated in Table 3.3.
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d Ad Bw,d

w:  1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   6,   7,   8,   9
0 1  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
1 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
2 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
3 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
4 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
5 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
6 21  0,   0,   6,   6,   8,   1,   0,   0,   0
7 45  6,   3,   8,   7, 14,   5,   2,   0,   0
8 21  0,   6,   0,   7,   0,   8,   0,   0,   0
9 42  0,   7,   0, 23,   0, 11,   0,   1,   0
10 126  3,   8, 32, 21, 36, 12, 12,   1,   1
11 126  0,   5, 28, 23, 44, 11, 12,   3,   0
12 42  0,   3,   0, 20,   0, 19,   0,   0,   0
13 21  0,   2,   0, 10,   0,   7,   0,   2,   0
14 45  0,   1,   8,   6, 16,   6,   6,   2,   0
15 21  0,   1,   2,   3,   8,   3,   4,   0,   0
16 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
17 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
18 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
19 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
20 0  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   0
21 1  0,   0,   0,   0,   0,   1,   0,   0,   0

Table 3.3. Weight distribution for the code (21,9).

In order to find a lower bound for the bit error rate, we need to find dmin. From Table
3.3 for example, it can be seen that dmin=6 for the (21,9) block code. The squared Euclidean
distance, (d (e))2 between two signals that differs in dmin bits is

( ) ( )( )22( )
min min min4 4 .e

min c c c C bd E E d E d r E d= − − ⋅ = = (3.23)

A common argument for obtaining a lower bound is provided through the genie-assisted
detector. Here, a genie with complete knowledge of the transmission system gives the
detector two alternative code words to choose from, the correct code word and a code word
at distance dmin from the correct code word. We obtain this lower bound as

( )2( )

min

0 0

2
[ ] .

2

e
min C b

d r E d
P Q Q

N N
ε

    ≥ =         

(3.24)
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The probability of error for uncoded BPSK is given by [1]

0

2
[ ] .b

BPSK

E
P Q

N
ε

 
=    

(3.25)

The computer simulated information bit error rate as a function of Eb/N0 for the binary
block code (21,9) is shown in Figure 3.3 together with its union bound and its lower bound.
The uncoded BPSK is also plotted as a reference.
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Figure 3.3. Bounds on information bit error for RS(7,3) using BPSK over the AWGN
channel.

We see from Figure 3.3 that the bounds are tight for high values of Eb/N0. It should also be
noted that the simulated curve crosses the uncoded BPSK at Eb/N0≈1.5 dB and
consequently we do not gain anything by coding if Eb/N0<1.5dB.

For the RS(7,5) code, or if translated to bit level, (21,15) the weight distribution, Ad and
the input-output weight distribution Bw,d are shown in Table 3.4. In this case the minimum
distance is dmin=3.
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d Ad Bw,d

w:1    2      3      4      5      6      7        8       9      10    11    12    13    14    15
0 1  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0,      0,       0,      0,      0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0
1 0  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0,      0,       0,      0,      0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0
2 0  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0,      0,       0,      0,      0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0
3 28  0,     0,     8,     4,     2,     5,      1,       4,      3,      1,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0
4 84  0,     5,    11,    3,    16,   26,     4,       3,     10,     4,     1,     1,     0,     0,     0
5 273  5,    22,   15,   31,   36,   42,    45,     36,    20,    13,    5,     3,     0,     0,     0
6 924 10,   12,   38,   92,  135, 135,  176,   137,  103,   54,   28,    4,     0,     0,     0
7 1956  0,     4,    56,  130, 257, 331,  405,   307,  256,  133,  62,   13,    2,     0,     0
8 2982  0,    11,   33,  167, 340, 573,  570,   568,  351,  248,  87,   28,    5,     1,     0
9 4340  0,     6,    57,  214, 437, 759,  807,   924,  586,  357, 139,  50,    4,     0,     0
10 5796  0,    15,   86,  205, 533, 883, 1254, 1081, 946,  480, 232,  65,   15,    1,     0
11 5796  0,    18,   77,  197, 500, 812, 1242, 1104, 963,  523, 255,  71,   28,    5,     1
12 4340  0,    12,   28,  146, 348, 659,  786,   945,  644,  467, 206,  78,   18,    3,     0
13 2982  0,     0,    15,  103, 199, 412,  519,   664,  501,  350, 137,  63,   15,    4,     0
14 1956  0,     0,    24,   47,  122, 223,  396,   389,  359,  208, 126,  51,   11,    0,     0
15 924  0,     0,     6,    21,   69,  102,  163,   177,  186,  113,  60,   20,    6,     1,     0
16 273  0,     0,     0,     5,     8,    34,    48,     63,    51,    37,   18,    8,     1,     0,     0
17 84  0,     0,     1,     0,     1,     7,     13,     24,    20,    11,     7,    0,     0,     0,     0
18 28  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     2,      6,       9,      6,      3,      2,    0,     0,     0,     0
19 0  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0,      0,       0,      0,      0,      0,    0,     0,     0,     0
20 0  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0,      0,       0,      0,      0,      0,    0,     0,     0,     0
21 1  0,     0,     0,     0,     0,     0,      0,       0,      0,      1,      0,    0,     0,     0,     0

Table 3.4. Weight distribution for RS(7,5) viewed as a binary (21,15) block code.

The simulation results for the (21,15) code together with the union bound, lower bound
and uncoded BPSK are shown in Figure 3.4. Again we see that the bounds are tight for high
Eb/N0, but here we do not gain anything by coding until Eb/N0≈3 dB. This is due to the fact
that RS(7,3) has more redundancy than RS(7,5) and consequently it is a stronger code
enabling more accurate decisions about what was transmitted. This is also exemplified by
the difference in minimum distance. We do, however, have to transmit more redundant bits
per information bit with the RS(7,3). This requires more resources in terms of energy,
bandwidth, transmission time and so forth, hence we have to carefully consider this trade-
off when choosing the appropriate code.
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Figure 3.4. Performance bounds on information bit error for RS(7,5) using BPSK over the
AWGN channel.

The interpretation of RS codes as binary codes have been considered in [39], [40] and
[41].

3.4 Trellis Representation of Non-Binary Linear Block Codes

If a graphical representation of a code is made, it is possible to reduce the complexity
of maximum likelihood decoding of a code to a manageable level. The reduction in
complexity mentioned here is as compared to exhaustive search. Further, this representation
of a block code introduces the possibility of using existing powerful soft decision decoding
algorithms.

A graphical representation of a linear block code, C, called a trellis can be constructed
using either the generator matrix G or the parity check matrix H associated with C, [42]. A
trellis is a directed graph consisting of a particular collection of states and branches in
which every path through the trellis represents a code word in the set C. There may exist
several different trellises that all describe a particular block code C, hence there is no
unique way to construct a trellis, [42]. In Figure 3.5, a trellis of a binary (8,4) Reed-Muller
(RM) code [42] is shown for illustration. We will consider trellises for RS codes later in
this section, but for now we use the RM code since its trellis is significantly less complex.
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The states in the trellis are grouped into different sets. The collection of states in set i,
denoted Σ i(C), are said to be at depth i. A branch connects a particular state Si∈Σ i(C) at
depth i in the trellis to a particular state Si+1∈Σ i+1(C) at depth i+1 and is labeled with the
corresponding code symbol ci ∈ GF(q), that represents the encoder output at the interval
from time i to time (i+1). Each branch represents a state transition. The branches diverging
from the same state have different labels, representing different code symbols. Each path
from the initial state S0 to the final state SN is thus a code word in C.

Figure 3.5. Trellis for a binary (8,4) RM block code constructed from the parity check
matrix H. Horizontal branches represent ci= 0, whereas the other branches have ci=1.

The concept of trellises was originally used to decode convolutional codes [43] and the
fact that block codes can be interpreted as trellises was first described in [44] and later in
[45] and [46]. Wolf [45] proved that a trellis for an arbitrary linear block code (N,K) over
GF(q), q≥ 2, has at most qmin{K,N-K} states and also provided a method for constructing
trellises for block codes. Although Massey [46] provided a precise definition of a trellis and
showed that it is possible to design a regular trellis for a given block code, it was not until
Forney's paper [47] that the construction of trellis diagrams for block codes truly gained
research interest.

The construction of a code trellis makes it possible to implement MLSD with reduced
complexity as compared to exhaustive search. It is no longer required to explicitly evaluate
the likelihood function for all qK possible code sequences, since efficient trellis search
algorithms for optimization can be used. We can for example use the MLSD Viterbi
algorithm [48] to eliminate certain paths that merge in the same state in the trellis with
another more likely path. For each branch in the trellis we compute the corresponding
branch metric. For the BSC the branch metric corresponds to the Hamming distance
between the received symbol and the particular code symbol considered and for the AWGN
channel the squared Euclidean distance obtained directly from the unquantized signal is
used as branch metric. There also exist powerful MAP detection algorithms such as the
Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [44] also known as the forward-backward
algorithm, [9], as it will have to go through the trellis twice. The complexity of the BCJR

0S NS1iS − iS

1( )i C−Σ
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algorithm is therefore roughly twice that of the Viterbi algorithm, but it gives soft a
posteriori probabilities on each bit, a fact that will be proven very important in the next
chapter.

3.4.1  Definition of Non-Binary Trellises for Linear Block Codes

We use a formal definition of a q-ary code trellis, due to Lin et al. [42]:

Definition: An N-section trellis diagram for a linear block code C of length N, denoted
T(C), is a directed graph consisting of N+1 levels of vertices, called states, and N levels of
edges, called branches, such that:
1. For i=0, 1, …, N, the vertices at the i-th level represent the states in the state space

Σ i(C) of the encoder at time i. At time 0 there is only one state, denoted 0σ , called the
initial state. At time N, there is only one state, denoted Nσ , and called the final state.

2. For i=0, 1, …, N, a branch in the i-th section of the trellis T(C) connects a state
iσ ∈ Σ i(C) to a state 1iσ + ∈ Σ i+1(C) and is labeled with a code symbol ci that represents

the encoder output at the bit interval from time i to time i+1. A branch represents a state
transition.

3. Except for the initial state, every state has at least one, but no more than q incoming
branches. Except for the final state, every state has at least one, but no more than q
outgoing branches. The initial state has no incoming branches. The final state has no
outgoing branches. The branches diverging from the same state have different labels.

4. There is a directed path from the initial state 0σ  to the final state Nσ  with a label
sequence (c0,_c1,_…,_cN-1) if and only if  c=(c0,_c1,_…,_cN-1) is a code word in C.

∆∆

It should be noted that it is particularly for block codes that we know that we start and end
in the all zero state, as it otherwise would not be a valid block code word. This is not the
case for convolutional codes. In addition, the structure of a code trellis for a block code is
time varying, i.e. state transitions are time dependent.

For i=0, 1, …, N, let |Σ i(C)| denote the cardinality of the state space Σ i(C). Then, the
sequence

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0 1 1, ,..., ,N NC C C C−Σ Σ Σ Σ (3.26)

is called the state space complexity profile, which is a measure of the state complexity of
the N-section code trellis T(C) [42].

The complexity of a decoding algorithm operating on the code trellis is dependent on
the number of states and the number of branches. A trellis for an (N,K) block code defined
over GF(q) and constructed from the generator matrix G will have at most qK states at any
time interval, while a trellis constructed from the parity check matrix H of the block code
will have at most qN-K states. Consequently, to reduce decoding complexity a code trellis
should be constructed from the H matrix whenever the number of redundant symbols are
less than the number of information symbols, otherwise the G matrix should be used.
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Muder [49] showed that among all the trellises representing a given code C, the trellis
described by Forney [47] minimizes the number of states at each depth. Consequently, he
called the Forney trellis the minimal trellis for the block code C. McEliece [50] studied the
computational complexity of the Viterbi algorithm working on a block code trellis and
found that it is proportional to the number of branches in the trellis. He also showed that
among all the trellises representing a given code C, the original trellis described in [44]
uniquely minimizes the number of branches. This so-called BCJR trellis, named after its
inventors, is also found to be isomorphic to the Forney-Muder minimal trellis [51].

3.4.2  Trellis Oriented Generator Matrix

In order to construct a minimal trellis, we need to put the generator matrix G in, so
called trellis oriented form. Let x=[x0, x1, …, xN-1] be a nonzero q-ary N-tuple. The leftmost
index of x, denoted L(x), is the smallest index i such that xi≠ 0. L(x) is called the leading
nonzero component of x. Similarly, the rightmost index of x, denoted R(x), is the largest
index i such that xi≠ 0. R(x) is called the trailing nonzero component of x. The span of x,
denoted span(x)=[i, j], is the discrete interval [i, i+1, …, j]=[L(x), L(x)+1, …, R(x)].
Consequently, the span of x contains all the nonzero components of x. The span length of x
is the number of elements in span(x), i.e. |span(x)|. The active span of x, denoted
aspan(x)=[i, j-1] for i < j (note that aspan(x)= ∅  when i=j) is the discrete interval in which
the vector is active. A vector x=[x0,.x1,.…, xN-1] is  said to be active at depth i if {i,
i+1}∈ span(x), i.e. if L(x)≤ i and R(x)≥ i+1.

We can now define the minimal span generator matrix (MSGM) [50]. Let C be an
(N,K) linear block code. Among all generator matrices for C, those for which the span
length is as small as possible are called minimal span generator matrices. The MSGM has
many useful properties including the property of being a trellis oriented generator matrix
(TOGM). A generator matrix G for a block code C is said to be in trellis oriented form if
the following two conditions hold:

1. The leading nonzero component of each row appears in a column before the leading
nonzero component of any row below it.

2. No two rows have their trailing nonzero components in the same column.

Any generator matrix for C can be put in trellis oriented form by two steps of Gaussian
elimination [42].  In the first step the given matrix is transformed to row echelon form,
implying that the first condition in the definition of a TOGM is fulfilled. In the second step,
starting with the N-th column, Gaussian elimination is used to ensure that no two rows end
in the same position. However, in the second step only the row operation "cancellation
above" is allowed in order not to perturb the row echelon form previously achieved. The
following algorithm, due to Kschischang and Sorokine [52] can be used:

Step 1. Find a pair of rows x(i) and x(j) in the generator matrix G such that L(x(i))=L(x(j)) and
R(x(i))≤R(x(j)), or R(x(i))=R(x(j)) and L(x(i))≥L(x(j)).

Step 2. If Step 1 fails and no such pairs can be found, go to Step 4.
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Step 3. Let x(i)= x(i)+x(j); that is, replace the row x(i) by the sum of the two rows. Then go to
Step 1.

Step 4. Output G, which is now a TOGM.

Let [g0, g1, …, gK-1]
T be the K rows of a TOGM

0,0 0,1 0, 10

1,0 1,1 1, 11
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Let [m0, m1, …, mK-1] be the block of K information symbols to be encoded. The
corresponding code word is then given by

[ ]0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1, ,..., ... .N K Kc c c m m m− − −= = ⋅ + ⋅ + + ⋅c g g g (3.28)

We see that the l-th information bit ml affects the output c of the encoder over the span of
the l-th row gl of the TOGM G. This span(gl) may be regarded as the constraint length of
the code associated with the l-th input information bit ml. At time i, with i=0, 1, …, N, the
number of information symbols that can affect the next output code symbol ci+1 is equal to
the number of rows in G whose active spans contain i.

3.4.3  State Space Formulation

In order to construct a minimal trellis we want to split the code words into three parts; a
past, a present and a future part with respect to some time index i. Consequently, at time i,
where i=0, 1, …, N, the rows of the TOGM G are divided into three subsets:

- p
iG contains the rows of G with a span contained in the interval [1, i].

- f
iG contains the rows of G with a span contained in the interval [i+1, N].

- s
iG contains the rows of G that include i within their active span.

Then, we let ,p
iM  f

iM  and s
iM  denote the subsets of information symbols corresponding to

the rows in ,p
iG  f

iG  and s
iG  respectively. The information symbols in p

iM  do not affect the
encoder outputs after time i and the information symbols in f

iM  only affect the encoder
outputs after time i. Since the active spans of the rows in Gi

s contain the time instant i, the
information symbols in Mi

s affect both the past encoder outputs up to time i and the future
encoder outputs beyond time i. We say that the information symbols in Mi

s define a state of
the encoder for the code C at time i. The number of elements in Mi

s, denoted |Mi
s| = |Gi

s| is
the dimension of the state space Σ i(C).

Let g* denote the row in Gi
f whose leading nonzero component is at position i+1. The

first condition in the definition of a TOGM guarantees the uniqueness of this row, if it
exists. Let 1*ig + denote component i+1 of g*, hence by definition we have 1*ig + ≠  0. Finally
let m* denote the information symbol that corresponds to row g*, i.e. the information
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symbol that currently, during the interval between time i and time i+1, affects the encoder.
Let g0 be the row in Gi

s whose trailing nonzero component is in position i+1. The
uniqueness of the row g0, if it exists, is guaranteed by the second condition in the definition
of the TOGM. Let m0 be the information symbol in Mi

s that corresponds to row g0. Then at
time i+1,

{ }( ) { }0
1 \ *s s

i iG G+ = ∪g g (3.29)

and

{ }( ) { }0
1 \ * .s s

i iM M m m+ = ∪ (3.30)

From the structure of the TOGM G it follows that the output code symbol ci+1 generated
during the time interval is given by:

( ) ( )
| |

1 , 1
1

* * ,
s
iG

i i
i l l i

l

c m g m g+ +
=

= +∑ (3.31)

where ( )
, 1
i

l ig +  is the (i+1)-th component of g l
(i) in Gi

s. The second term in (3.31) is the
contribution from the state iσ  of the encoder, defined by the active information symbols
contained in Mi

s, which are stored in the memory. From (3.31), we see that the current
output ci+1 is uniquely determined by the current state iσ  of the encoder, the current row g*
and the current input m*. The output bit ci+1 can have q possible values depending on the
current input information symbol m* and each value takes the encoder to a different state at
time i+1. That is, there are q possible transitions from the current state iσ  to q different
states in Σ i+1(C) at time i+1.  In the code trellis T(C), there are q edges (or branches)
diverging from each vertex (or state) labeled with '0', '1', …, q-1 respectively.

Suppose there is no g* in Gi 
f. Then the output code symbol is given by

| |
( ) ( )

1 , 1
1

.
s
iG

i i
i l l i

l

c m g+ +
=

=∑ (3.32)

In this case, we may regard the current input information symbol m* as being set to '0'.  We
call this a dummy information bit. The output code symbol ci+1 can take only one value
given by (3.32) and there is only one possible transition from the current state iσ  to a single
state in Σ i+1(C). This corresponds to a transition containing a redundant parity check
symbol. In the code trellis T(C), there is only one branch diverging from the vertex iσ .

3.4.4  State Labeling

We will be using the above definitions and the methods described in [42] for
constructing a trellis for a linear block code and labeling the states according to two
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different methods given in this reference. The results are, however, generalized to apply to
any q-ary block code, even if q>2.

In the first method, the naming of the states is accomplished by the use of a K-tuple
with components corresponding to the information symbols. At depth i all components in
the K-tuple are set to zero, except the once contained in Mi

s. The construction of the N-
section code trellis is carried out serially, section by section. Suppose the trellis has been
constructed up to section i. Now we want to construct the (i+1)-th section from time i to
time i+1. The state space Σ i(C) is known. The i+1 section is constructed by taking the
following steps:

1. Determine 1
s
iG +  and 1

s
iM +  from (3.29) and (3.30).

2. Form the state space Σ i+1(C) at time i+1 and label each state in Σ i+1(C) based on 1
s
iM + .

The states in Σ i+1(C) form the states of the code trellis T(C) at the (i+1)-th level.
3. For each state iσ ∈ Σ i(C) at time i, determine its transition(s) to the state(s) in Σ i+1(C)

based on the information symbols m* and m0. For each transition from a state
iσ ∈ Σ i(C) to a state 1iσ + ∈ Σ i+1(C), connect the state iσ  to the state 1iσ +  by an edge

( 1,i iσ σ + ).
4. For each state transition ( 1,i iσ σ + ), determine the output code symbol ci+1 according to

(3.31) or (3.32) and label the edge ( 1,i iσ σ + ) with ci+1.

The information symbols in 1
s
iM +  define the state space Σ i+1(C) at time i+1. The change

from Mi
s to 1

s
iM +  defines a state transition from the current state iσ  defined by Mi

s to the
next state 1iσ +  defined by 1

s
iM + . If m*≠ 0 at time i there are q branches diverging from each

state in Σ i(C). If, on the other hand, m* is a dummy information symbol then there is only
one branch diverging from each state.

According to the second approach, the naming of the states is achieved by the use of an
(N-K)-tuple with components corresponding to the part of the syndrome obtained so far. Let
c=[c0, c1, …, cN-1]. For i=0, 1, …, N-1, let p0,i(c) denote the first i components of c. The
label, l, of a state iσ  is then given by l( iσ )= p0,i(c) ⋅Hi

T. The i+1 section of the trellis is
constructed by taking the following steps:

1. Determine 1
s
iG +  and 1

s
iM +  from (3.29) and (3.30).

2. Form the state space Σ i+1(C) at time i+1 and label each state in Σ i+1(C) based on 1
s
iM + .

3. For each state iσ ∈Σ i(C) at time i, form the next output code symbol ci+1 from (3.31) or
(3.32).

4. For each possible value of ci+1 connect the state iσ  to the state 1iσ + ∈Σ i+1(C) with label l
as

( ) T
1 1 1( ) .i i i il l cσ σ+ + += + h (3.33)

The connecting branch is labeled with ci+1.
Repeat the steps above until the entire code trellis has been constructed.

The trellis structure for the RS(7,3) where the states are named based on the generator
matrix G, i.e. constructed using the first approach, is depicted in Figure 3.6. For the RS(7,3)
k<n-k, which is why the generator matrix is used. The number of states at each depth are
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{1,8,64,512,512,64,8,1} and the number of branches are {8+64+512+512+512+64+8}. The
structure of the code trellis can be seen directly from the G matrix of RS(7,3) in (3.9). One
row at a time becomes active, each row exponentially increasing the number of states until
all three rows are active. The trellis contracts again as one row at a time becomes inactive.

Figure 3.6. The trellis structure for RS(7,3).

The trellis structure for the RS(7,5) constructed using the second approach, i.e. the
states are named based on the parity check matrix H, is depicted in Figure 3.7. For the
RS(7,5) k>n-k, which is why the parity check matrix is used. The number of states at each
depth is {1,8,64,64,64,64,8,1}. It is interesting to see that the number of branches at each
depth are {8+64+512+512+512+64+8}, i.e. exactly the same as for the RS(7,3). In a sense,
the number of branches at each depth is a better measure of decoding complexity, [53], if
an algorithm like the Viterbi or the BCJR is used, since all operations are carried out for
each branch. The complexity of RS(7,3) and RS(7,5) is then identical if the number of
branches is considered, even though the number of states at each depth is less for the
RS(7,5). Since the states in the RS(7,5) trellis are not named based on the information bits,
but rather on the part of the syndrome obtained so far, the information bits have to be stored
separately for each state. This is needed both when constructing the trellis, to determine the
code symbol for each branch, and when using certain decoding algorithms on the trellis, if
information symbol probabilities are needed.  Consequently, the structure of the trellis
obtained using the second approach may also be seen from the structure of the G matrix.
The generator matrix G used for construction of the code trellis for RS(7,5) is
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We can see that no more than two rows are active at the same time, hence the number of
states never exceeds 64. When constructing a trellis using the method described in Wolf's
paper [45], the H matrix is used, but the trellis has to be expurgated once completed up to
time N. The Viterbi algorithm can of course be used in the non-expurgated version of the
trellis, but with increased complexity. When the trellis is constructed using the second
approach described above [42] the structure of the generator matrix is considered during the
entire process and hence no expurgation is necessary.

Figure 3.7. The trellis structure for RS(7,5).
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Chapter 4 

Concatenated Codes

In this chapter, we present the basic principles of concatenated coding. The concept of
iterative decoding is introduced as a powerful technique for decoding. A concatenated code
is a concatenation of two or more codes, in our case block codes, separated by an
interleaver. Iterative detection of concatenated codes is a way of using long powerful codes
while keeping the detector relatively simple. A time and safety critical application benefits
from the long powerful codes yielding reliable communication, while the processing time
of the detector is kept low. We also have the ability of offering a fast tentative response and
progressively provide iterative refinements.

To decide the type of concatenated codes to be used, performance bounds are
developed. The bounds on the RS codes from Chapter 3 are further developed to obtain
bounds on concatenated codes based on these binary RS codes. The different components
of a concatenated code, i.e. the interleaver size and structure and the specific component
codes chosen, have a direct influence on the performance of the concatenated codes. These
issues are discussed together with their effect on the performance. Efficient iterative
structures converge after a number of iterations. For concatenated codes it is not known
beforehand how many iterations are required. The convergence behavior of the iterative
detector is therefore investigated and different criteria on which to terminate the iterations
are presented and evaluated.

4.1 Serial and Parallel Concatenation

The central problem of channel coding is decoding complexity. It is known from
Shannon theory that most codes are good provided that they are long enough [2]. It is,
however, also known that decoding complexity is increasing with code length.
Concatenated codes were introduced in [7] as a way of providing long codes with
manageable decoding complexity. It consists of a cascade of an outer and an inner code,
where the outer decoder sees the inner encoder, the channel and the inner decoder as a
super channel, Figure 4.1. The inner code is typically a convolutional code and the outer
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code, traditionally, an RS code. The optimal ML decoder for the total code is still very
complex, but since the super encoder has a concatenated structure, the decoding process
can elegantly be separated into an inner and an outer decoder, yielding a super decoder
similar to the transmitter structure. Each of the decoders can then be designed separately
according to appropriate criteria. Since the super decoder is a concatenation of two
decoders it is of course sub-optimal with respect to the ML decoder for the total code. The
super decoder in [7] operates so that the inner decoder produces a posteriori probabilities
(APP) of the inner information symbols, which is then used by the outer decoder in an
algebraic decoding scheme. This scheme is known as serially concatenation.

Figure 4.1. The original concatenation concept from [7].

The recently introduced turbo codes [8] are based on two constituent systematic
convolutional codes joined together in parallel through an interleaver, Figure 4.2. This is
known as parallel concatenation. In this case however, an interleaver, ,Π  is used as an
integrated part of the code to create longer, more powerful codes. Previously, if an
interleaver was used it was mainly as a way of randomizing the errors from the inner
decoder. For large interleavers, it is complexity-wise prohibitive to do ML decoding, so
turbo decoders exploit the principle of concatenated decoding. In addition, the turbo
decoder uses a modular sub-optimal iterative decoding strategy where information is
exchanged between the constituent decoders. This implies that each decoder is used several
times in a decoding procedure, once every iteration. Iterative decoding is further explained
in Section 4.2. The resulting decoder is of course sub-optimal, but in most cases the result
will converge to the ML performance in an iterative fashion. Turbo codes will be referred
to as parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCC).
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Figure 4.2. Encoder structure for parallel concatenation. Π is an interleaver. If the
constituent codes are convolutional codes we have a so-called turbo code, here denoted

PCCC. When the constituent codes are block codes we have a PCBC.

Parallel concatenation of block codes (PCBC) as well as product codes has also been
shown to yield good performance, e.g. [10] and [11], when decoded using iterative APP
principles. In [54] Reed-Solomon product codes are decoded using the sub-optimal Chase
algorithm to obtain soft decisions used in the iterative decoder.

Figure 4.3. Encoder structure for serial concatenation.

Finally, serial concatenation of block codes (SCBC) and convolutional codes (SCCC)
with iterative APP decoding and interleaving have been shown to offer significant
advantages over turbo codes Figure 4.3, [13], [55].

4.2 Iterative Decoding of Concatenated Codes

For a PCBC an APP algorithm is used in each of the constituent decoders. We define
the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the a priori probabilities as

( ) P( 1)
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P( 1)

u
L u

u

= +=
= −

(4.1)

Thus, the first decoder sets the LLR of the a priori probabilities to zero, i.e. equally likely,
and feeds this to the input marked ii as in information input in Figure 4.4.  The received
sequence, r, from the channel is fed into the code input marked ci. With these two inputs
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the BCJR algorithm is applied, and hence the APP on every information bit is obtained,
given in the log-domain as

( ) ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

P 1| P 1 p | 1
| ln ln ln .

P 1| P 1 p | 1

u r u r u
L u r

u r u r u

= + = + = +
= = +

= − = − = −
(4.2)

From the APP values the extrinsic information values (EXT) are derived, by dividing each
APP value with the corresponding a priori probability, or subtracting if we are in the log-
domain according to

( )| ( ).eL L u r L u= − (4.3)

The extrinsic information is the inherent information about a particular bit gained from the
code structure. The extrinsic information 1

eL  from the first encoder is now interleaved and
fed as a priori information to the second decoder, input ii in Figure 4.4. The second
decoder uses the channel symbols fed into input ci, together with the extrinsic information
from the first decoder and produces new refined APP on the information bits. This
procedure defines one iteration. The extrinsic information from the second decoder 2,eL
obtained through (4.3) will be deinterleaved and fed as a priori information to the first
decoder once again if iterations are to continue. The whole procedure is continued until no
further refinements are noticed or until some stop criterion is reached, see Section 4.5. A
decision is made after the final iteration by choosing the information symbols with the
maximum APP, not extrinsic information, in the last iteration.

Figure 4.4. Decoder structure for a PCBC. The a priori probabilities on incoming
information bits are denoted ii, io is the APP or EXT on the outgoing information bits and

finally ci is the received signal.

The complexity of an iterative decoder is proportional to the number of iterations. Even
for a large number of iterations it is still preferable as compared to a detector for the
complete code, since the ML decoder for the complete code has a complexity proportional
to 2N. Here N is the interleaver size, normally of the order of thousands. The idea is that the
iterative detector approaches the optimal ML performance, but with considerably less
complexity [9].
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For decoding of serial concatenated codes [56] we need not only extrinsic information
on information bits but also on the code bits, since the inner encoder has no knowledge of
the information bits initially fed to the outer encoder, but rather the output code bits, Figure
4.5. Consequently, the inner decoder is a device similar to the decoders in the PCBC case.
The outer decoder is slightly different. Firstly it produces APP and EXT information on its
code bits, which is interleaved and fed to the inner decoder as a priori probabilities on inner
information bits. Then it calculates APP information on its information bits, which is used
for the decision after the final iteration. Secondly, it does not receive channel observations,
but rather extrinsic information stemming from the inner decoder. In order to use the
extrinsic information instead of the channel symbols, some modifications of the BCJR
algorithm have to be made. This has been done in [57], where the soft-input-soft-output
(SISO) algorithm is introduced.

Figure 4.5. Decoder structure for a SCBC. The a priori probabilities on incoming
information bits are denoted ii, io is APP on outgoing information bits, ci is the received
signal or EXT on the incoming code bits and finally co is APP or EXT on outgoing code

bits.

4.3 Bounds on Concatenated Codes

We will describe how to calculate a union bound for concatenated codes, as explained
in [35] for PCBC and in [36] for SCBC. Slight modifications are done so that the bounds
apply for the codes used in this work.

4.3.1  Bounds on Systematic Parallel Concatenated Block Codes

A systematic PCBC, based on two constituent systematic block codes, C1' with
parameters (n1,k), and C2' with parameters (n2,k), linked together in parallel through an
interleaver, Π , will be denoted Cp' and have parameters (n1+n2-k, k), Figure 4.6. If the
constituent codes are linear, the resultant PCBC will also be linear since the interleaver
performs a linear operation on the input bits. This means that
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( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2⊕ ⊕Π = Π Πm m m m (4.4)

and that we are still working with linear codes. Let the Hamming weight of the information
word be w, and h1 and h2 the weights of the parity bits added by the two constituent codes
respectively, then the weight of the resultant Cp' code word will be w+h1+h2.

Recall from Chapter 2 that the weight enumerating function (WEF), used to calculate
the union bound on code bit errors for ML detection over the AWGN channel for one of the
constituent codes is

( )
0

n
C d

d
d

A D A D
=
∑� (4.5)

where Ad is the number of code words with Hamming weight (number of ones) d and D is a
dummy variable. In [35], the input-redundancy weight enumeration function (IRWEF) of a
systematic (n,k) block code C is defined as

( ) ,, ,C w h
w h

h w

B W H B W H∑∑� (4.6)

where Bw,h denotes the number of code words generated by information blocks of Hamming
weight w, whose parity check bits have Hamming weight h, so that the overall Hamming
weight is d=w+h. Note that

, .d w h
w h d

A B
+ =

= ∑ (4.7)

Figure 4.6. An encoder for a systematic PCBC and the resulting code word structure.

The Bw,h for the RS(7,3) in systematic form is tabulated in Table 4.1. We can see from the
table that there are 21 code words at the minimum distance, dmin=6, i.e. we have:
- 2 code words with information weight 1 and parity weight 5,
- 7 code words with information weight 2 and parity weight 4,
- 10 code words with information weight 3 and parity weight 3 and finally
- 2 code words with information weight 4 and parity weight 2.
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Table 4.1 showing the IRWEF should be compared to Table 3.3 showing the IOWEF for
the same code. The former shows the weight distribution for the code in systematic form,
the IRWEF, with d=w+h, whereas the latter shows the weight distribution in nonsystematic
form, the input-output-WEF. It should be noted that both Table 4.1 and Table 3.3 show
weight distributions of RS(7,3) as translated into binary (21,9) form. Consequently, the
bounds based on these weight distributions will be on RS codes using BPSK modulation.

The IRWEF can be used to obtain an upper bound on the information bit error
probability for ML decoding of a systematic linear block code Csys over an AWGN channel
as

[ ] ,
0 0

2 2
,C b C b

b w h w h
w h d w w h d

dr E dr Ew
P e B Q Z Q

k N N+
+ = + =

   
≤ =         
∑ ∑ ∑ (4.8)

with

, .w h w h
w

w
Z B

k+ ∑� (4.9)

parity weight,
h

Bw,h

w: 0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9
0 1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0
1 0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0
2 0     0     0     0     2     4     0     0     0     0
3 0     0     0    10   12    2     4     2     2     0
4 0     0     7    13    7    11   17    7     1     0
5 0     2    12   10   10   36   20    6     0     0
6 0     4     2    10   42   42   10    2     4     0
7 0     0     6    20   36   10   10   12    2     0
8 0     1     7    17   11    7    13    7     0     0
9 0     2     2     4     2    12   10    0     0     0
10 0     0     0     0     4     2     0     0     0     0
11 0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0
12 0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1

Table 4.1. The IRWEF for the code (21,9), i.e. parity weight for different information
weight patterns for the binary systematic RS(7,3).

The IRWEF can also be used to calculate the union bound on the information bit error
probability for a systematic PCBC based on two systematic constituent codes, each with a
given IRWEF. We need to obtain the IRWEF for the systematic PCBC Cp', denoted
BCp'(W,H) based on the knowledge of the BC(W,H) for the constituent codes. However, the
BCp'(W,H)  will not only depend on the weights of the constituent codes, but also on how the
input bits are permuted by the interleaver. For a given interleaver this operation is
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exceedingly complex for large k. In order to overcome this difficulty, an abstract interleaver
called a uniform interleaver was introduced in [35]:

Definition: A uniform interleaver of length k is a probabilistic device, which maps a given

input word of weight w into all distinct ( )k
w

 permutations of it with equal probability ( ) 1
.k

w
−

Consider now the conditional weight enumerating function, WEF, ( )C
wB H  conditioned on

w so that it enumerates the parity check bits generated by the code Csys corresponding to the
respective input words of weight w. It is related to the IRWEF as

( ) , .C h
w w h

h

B H B H∑� (4.10)

It is apparent from the above definition, that the conditional WEF of the second code,
Bw

C2'(H), becomes independent from that of the first code, Bw
C1'(H)  due to the uniform

randomization produced by the interleaver. Hence [35]

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

1 2
''

'p
C C

C w w
w

B H B H
B H

k
w

⋅
= (4.11)

The conditional WEF can then be used to obtain the IRWEF for Cp' from (4.10) and finally
(4.8) and (4.9) can be used to attain the union bound.

For a PCBC with two systematic RS(7,3) codes as in Table 4.1 used as component
codes, the resultant code word will have a maximal code weight of 9+12+12=33. For the
constituent codes, there exists no zero-weight parity check sequence except for the all-zero
information weight, thus the minimum distance does not occur as a result of a zero weight
parity pattern. Consequently, a PCBC using these constituent codes will have an increased
minimum distance. This means that even though the minimum distance of the RS(7,3) is
dmin=6, the minimum distance of the PCBC based on the systematic RS(7,3) codes will be
dmin=4+2+2=8, since 2 is the smallest parity weight. The number of code words at each
distance between dmin and n1+n2-k depends on the interleaver. Using the uniform interleaver
will result in fractional coefficients since all weights might not exist for all interleavers and
the multiplicity of each weight is different for different interleavers.  This is a direct
consequence of the uniform interleaver, since it provides an average over all possible
interleavers.

Let an interleaver using a particular random interleaving pattern be denoted a pseudo-
random interleaver. The upper bound obtained using the IRWEF for the Cp', BCp'(W,H),
based on the uniform interleaver, gives the average of all the upper bonds obtained with all
possible pseudo-random interleavers of a given length. Consequently, for each value of
Eb/N0, the performance obtained with the uniform interleaver can be achieved by at least
one pseudo-random interleaver.

In (4.11) we have assumed that the interleaver size is equal to the information word
length k. We can easily extend the result to a more general case where the interleaver is lk,
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where l=1, 2, …. We will then have to feed lk information bits into the concatenated
encoder in order to get l(n1+n2-k) code bits out. The IRWEF for the new constituent (ln1, lk)
code is then [35]

( ) ( )1 1
' '

, ,
l

l
C CB W H B W H =   

(4.12)

and analogous for the second constituent code. We then have the conditional WEF of the
(l(n1+ n2-k), lk) code Cp

l' as

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
1 2

' '
'

.

l l

l
p

C C
C w w
w

B H B H
B H

lk
w

⋅
= (4.13)

The effect of a longer interleaver may be viewed if the coefficients of Zw+h are reported
as in Table 4.2. It can be seen from the table that the multiplicity of the terms at the
minimum distance, dmin=8, which dominate the performance, decreases when l increases.
This is termed spectral thinning [58].

Note that at l=1 there is exactly one code word at maximum distance d=33. This is due
to the fact that the highest input weight pattern 9 can only yield one possible parity weight
pattern, namely the highest possible, 12, as seen in Table 4.1. Thus, there will always exist
one and only one code word of weight 9+12+12=33 for every pseudo-random interleaver in
the set. The complete table including the maximum distance d=132 for l=4 is given in
Appendix A.
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Hamming distance,
d

l=1 l=2 l=3 l=4

8 0.0141 0.001162 0.000303893 0.000120721689349
9 0.6367 0.097717 0.038165077 0.020217110413188
10 2.0115 0.406795 0.195354061 0.122973903366060
11 3.6900 0.911222 0.512326685 0.362147148421658
12 6.2875 1.249941 0.723163556 0.541884037203455
13 12.4012 1.665099 0.819566831 0.568421139499571
14 20.5529 2.390736 1.076338862 0.675927658509612
15 29.5269 3.544439 1.685452594 1.111970382659490
16 37.2134 6.148997 3.054326543 2.068132252020670
17 38.3263 10.27290 5.151324372 3.57252346150686
18 33.2549 17.28386 8.185136309 5.53465645865916
19 26.8320 31.86862 13.83459103 8.58472189608420
20 18.8448 59.21441 24.63398595 14.8059186957593
21 12.1966 110.4385 44.30879325 26.7356908510663
22 8.1949 210.8639 78.43544413 46.6393445869702
23 3.9369 400.6989 136.2604410 78.7836770354039
24 1.0617 736.2470 231.0152860 128.621068186041
25 0.0176 1292.947 382.8992060 206.729376965610
26 0 2151.548 625.6238785 332.933239197373
27 0 3369.493 1014.888066 535.877292627115
28 0 4966.403 1648.888697 866.939272754285
29 0 6896.952 2701.206636 1415.85387115603
30 0 8994.792 4462.200163 2322.74396501359
31 0 10979.23 7428.140899 3822.53210868234
32 0 12523.37 12455.43649 6311.13160380230
33 1.0000 13325.35 20993.46423 10445.3393692111

Table 4.2. Coefficients Zw+h for the evaluation of the union bound on the information bit
error of the PCBC based on two systematic RS(7,3) codes and a uniform interleaver

grouping l={1, 2, 3, 4} consecutive input words of length k=9. The complete table is listed
in Appendix A.

The average upper bounds for ML detection on an AWGN channel for a PCBC using
two systematic RS(7,3) codes and a uniform interleaver is plotted for different values of l in
Figure 4.7. We observe no immediate interleaver gain [36], i.e. a larger interleaver does not
drastically improve performance. An increased interleaver size from k to 10k leads to
approximately an improvement in information bit error rate of a factor of 100.
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Figure 4.7. Bounds on the PCBC based on two binary systematic RS(7,3) codes and a
uniform interleaver of different sizes. The size of the interleaver is kl, so for l=10 the

interleaver size is 90 bits.

4.3.2  Bounds on Nonsystematic Parallel Concatenated Block Codes

If we instead want the union bound for a PCBC based on two non-systematic RS(7,3)
codes, the above reasoning is slightly different. One purpose of wanting to use non-
systematic codes is that the generator matrix of the code needs to be a TOGM in order to
obtain a minimal trellis. A generator matrix in systematic form is not at the same time a
TOGM.

A PCBC based on two constituent block codes, C1 with parameters (n1,k), and C2 with
parameters (n2,k), linked together in parallel through an interleaver, will be denoted Cp and
have parameters (n1+n2, k). If d1 and d2 are the Hamming weights of the code bits added by
the two constituent codes respectively, then the weight of the resultant Cp code word will be
d1+d2, Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. An encoder for a nonsystematic PCBC and the resulting code word structure.

Recall from Chapter 2 that the input-output weight enumerating function, IOWEF, used
to calculate the union bound on code bit errors for ML detection over the AWGN channel
for one of the constituent codes is given by

,( , ) ,C w d
w d

d w

B W D B W D∑∑� (4.14)

where Bw,d is the number of code words with Hamming weight d generated by information
words of weight w. Note that the IOWEF exists for a linear block code regardless of if it is
in systematic form or not, where as the IRWEF only exist for a systematic code. The Bw,d

for the RS(7,3) was tabulated in Table 3.3, and we can see that there are 6+6+8+1=21 code
words at the minimum distance, dmin=6, exactly as for the systematic form of the code.

The IOWEF can be used to obtain an upper bound on the information bit error
probability for ML decoding of a code C over a AWGN channel as
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To obtain the union bound on the information bit error for a non-systematic PCBC
based on two constituent block codes, each with a given IOWEF, we need to obtain the
IOWEF for the PCBC Cp, denoted BCp(W,D), based on the knowledge of the BC(W,D) for
the constituent codes. As before we also have to consider the interleaver, hence we define
the conditional WEF Bw

C(D) conditioned on w so that it enumerates the code bits generated
by the code C corresponding to the respective input words of weight w. It is related to the
IOWEF as

( ) , .C d
w w d

d

B D B D∑� (4.17)
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Hence
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⋅
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For a PCBC using the nonsystematic RS(7,3) code of Table 3.3 as component codes the
resultant code word will have a maximal code weight of 21+21=41. The minimum distance
for the constituent codes is 6 and so the PCBC using these constituent codes will have a
doubled minimum distance, dmin=12. The number of code words at each distance between
dmin and n1+n2 again depends on the interleaver.

We extend this result to the more general case where the interleaver is lk, where
l=1,_2,v…, and hence the IOWEF for the new constituent (ln1, lk) code is now

( ) ( )1 1, ,
l lC CB W D B W D =   (4.19)

and analogous for the second constituent code. The conditional WEF of the (l(n1+ n2), lk)
code Cp

l is given by
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To view the effect of a longer interleaver the coefficients of Zd are tabulated in Table
4.3. Also for the nonsystematic case, spectral thinning occurs, but here with a new
minimum distance of dmin=12. Since there exists only one information pattern of weight 0,
which always corresponds to an all zero weight code word, no matter how the interleaver
permutes the all-zero input pattern it will still have a code weight equal to 0. Consequently,
there will be only one all zero code word. A weight 12 code word is at distance dmin due to
the fact that no input pattern can ever yield a code word of weight 0+6, where 6 is the
minimum distance of the component code. Any non-zero information pattern yields a code
word of at least weight 6+6=12.

It should be noted that the code word with maximal weight no longer has multiplicity
equal to 1. This is due to the nonsystematic structure. The maximal weight code word, 21,
of the constituent code is generated by an information weight pattern of weight 6 and not
the maximal information weight 9 as in the systematic case. Consequently, there are code
words with lower weights that can be generated from an information pattern of weight 6,
namely weights 6 to15 according to Table 3.3. Subsequently, the maximal weight code
word 42, for l=1, does not exist for all interleaver types. In addition, the occurrence of e.g. a
weight 21+15=36 pattern is now possible, since one of the encoders might generate a
maximal weight code word, 21, when fed an information pattern of weight 6, whilst the
other generates a code pattern of weight 15 for the same input weight. This means that all
interleavers might not have a maximum weight code word, but there is more high weight
patterns available. The complete table including the maximum distance d=168 for l=4 is
given in Appendix A.
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Hamming
distance, d

l=1 l=2 l=3 l=4

12 0.55996 0.0482410 0.01637076825 0.00818780863
13 1.74430 0.1326000 0.04389431287 0.02179641054
14 2.49910 0.5900700 0.49785720452 0.47432126755
15 2.35100 0.2205400 0.09747928936 0.06222077405
16 8.31390 0.8102000 0.33999091622 0.20423037033
17 18.8800 2.0270000 1.09045835539 0.82651027610
18 17.9700 1.4745000 0.61993235964 0.38043276845
19 12.4360 1.3625000 0.60105597033 0.37613348399
20 30.4740 3.4617000 1.50491361225 0.93450375052
21 46.8890 5.5316000 2.59017435597 1.76382087042
22 31.9350 6.1140000 3.20995069117 2.38684478424
23 13.2610 8.6684000 4.37661991426 3.12054878453
24 22.3300 15.132000 7.34358051920 5.17770367778
25 24.1980 23.851000 10.2898722885 6.93989763767
26 10.5490 39.450000 14.9689634868 9.52476099376
27 3.28570 62.036000 21.8468948591 13.8141963626
28 3.62350 98.517000 30.9537087172 21.0505574651
29 2.84480 182.05000 42.7768636643 23.2399368976
30 0.92769 335.92000 74.9909494648 41.8634953340
31 0.19048 534.08000 121.504962626 75.6374645426
32 0.17460 824.91000 161.765566868 86.4358755864
33 0.30159 1411.1000 256.950625881 127.692314767
34 0.11111 2288.1000 429.801611342 222.863995469
35 0.09523 3125.9000 599.495841095 302.418709079
36 0.04761 4078.9000 821.217505756 392.655764391
37 0 5771.5000 1264.10500393 594.901033314
38 0 7727.7000 1903.70069962 898.695616057
39 0 8762.8000 2708.31840704 1255.14915655
40 0 9467.8000 4008.96166387 1813.33888164
41 0 11044.000 6145.54082452 2703.65521308
42 0.00793 12193.000 9368.38176609 3934.15286494

Table 4.3. Coefficients Zd for the evaluation of the union bound on the information bit error
of the PCBC obtained from the binary RS(7,3) code and a uniform interleaver grouping

l={1, 2, 3, 4} consecutive input words of length k=9 . The complete table is listed in
Appendix A.

The average upper bounds for ML detection on an AWGN channel for a PCBC using
two RS(7,3) codes and a uniform interleaver is plotted for different values of l in Figure
4.9. Note that the performance is similar to the systematic case, where again an increased
interleaver size from k to 10k leads to an improvement in information bit error rate of
approximately a factor of 100. In this case however, a larger gain is observed going from
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l=1 to l=2 as compared to the systematic case. Also only diminishing returns are observed
for interleaver sizes above 4k.

Figure 4.9. Bounds on the PCBC based on two RS(7,3) codes and a uniform interleaver of
different sizes. The size of the interleaver is kl, so for l=10 the interleaver size is 90.

It should be noted that the use of multiple information words in this manner can be
viewed as a product code, without the parity check on the parity check bits, if the
interleaver used is rectangular and of size k2, [35].

4.3.3  Bounds on Serially Concatenated Block Codes

A SCBC based on two constituent codes, Co with parameters (no,ko) and Ci with
parameters (ni,ki), serially linked together through an interleaver, will be denoted Cs' and
have parameters (ni,ko) if we assume no=ki. If wo is the Hamming weight of the actual
information word, i.e. the information fed to the outer code Co, then do will be the weight of
the code word generated by Co. Since the codes are serially concatenated, do=wi if no=ki so
that di is the weight of the actual code word, i.e. the code word delivered by the Ci code
generated by an information word of weight wi=do, Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. An encoder for a SCBC and the resulting code word structure.

For the serially concatenated case we will use the input-output weight enumerating
function (IOWEF) of (4.14) regardless of whether the constituent codes are systematic or
not, since the overall structure makes the code words nonsystematic. The union bound for
the constituent codes can be obtained using the IOWEF in (4.15) and (4.16).

In order to obtain the IOWEF for the SCBC, denoted BCs'(W,D), we can no longer look
at the conditional WEF conditioned on w since the input information weight no longer is
the common denominator. In [36] it is assumed that no=ki=p, so that do=wi=m and then
condition on m, and hence for the outer code we have

( ) ,
o o

o

o

C w
m w m

w

B W B W∑� (4.21)

and consequently oC
mB  enumerates the weight distribution of the information bits that

generate the respective code words of a given weight m. For the inner code we have
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m m d
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B D B D∑� (4.22)

where iC
mB  enumerates the weight of the code words generated by the code Ci

corresponding to the respective input words of weight m. The IOWEF of Cs' is then given
by
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where no=ki=p is the interleaver size. The BCs'(W,D) in (4.23) can be used in (4.15) and
(4.16) to obtain the union bound. If however no≠ ki so that do might differ from wi since the
interleaver size now has to be a multiple of code words according to p=(no ⋅ ki) we will have
a SCBC denoted Cs with parameters (ni ⋅no, ko ⋅ ki). The IOWEF of Cs is given by

ko kino ni
Outer encoder Inner encoderΠ
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Note that p is still the size of the interleaver, but now p=(no ⋅ ki), since no≠ ki.
The result can be extended to the more general case where the interleaver is lp, where

l=1,_2, …, and consequently the IOWEF for the new  [l(ni ⋅no), l(ko ⋅ ki)] code Cs
l is given by
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∑ (4.25)

The spectral thinning effect of a longer interleaver is still present, however due to the
length of the codes and hence also the length of the tables, the coefficients of Zd are not
tabulated here.

The average upper bounds for ML detection on an AWGN channel for a SCBC using
two binary RS(7,3) codes and a uniform interleaver are plotted for different values of l in
Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11. Bounds on the SCBC using two RS(7,3) codes with a uniform interleaver of
different sizes. The size of the interleaver is l(n0 ⋅ ki), so for l=3 the interleaver size is

3*189=567 bits.

Here we observe that increasing the interleaver size by a factor of two almost decreases
the information bit error rate by a factor of 10 for low noise levels.

In order to see the effect of different constituent codes, we can of course consider a
SCBC based on an outer binary RS(7,5) and an inner binary RS(7,3). We then use the
IOWEF from Table 3.4 in (4.25) to obtain the IOWEF of the concatenated code and then
finally from (4.15) and (4.16) we attain the upper bound averaged over all possible
interleavers. The average upper bounds for ML detection on an AWGN channel for a
SCBC using an outer binary RS(7,5) code and an inner binary RS(7,3) code with a uniform
interleaver is plotted for different values of l in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12. Bounds on the SCBC using an outer binary RS(7,5) concatenated with an
inner binary RS(7,3) code and a uniform interleaver of different sizes. The size of the

interleaver is l(n0 ⋅ ki), so for l=3 the interleaver size is 3*189=567.

In this case the observed interleaver gain is not as large as for the case in Figure 4.11.
Here the information bit error rate decreases with a factor five as the interleaver size is
doubled.

Note that the interleaver size for the SCBC used in Figure 4.11 is the same as the one
used for the SCBC in Figure 4.12. It is difficult, however, to make fair comparisons
between the different schemes based on these bounds, since many factors are different. For
example, the scheme evaluated in Figure 4.12 has a higher code rate than the scheme
evaluated in Figure 4.11 and is therefor expected to perform slightly worse as observed. An
attempt to make a comparison is, however, made in Figure 4.13, where the bounds for three
different schemes are plotted. The first is a PCBC based on two non-systematic RS(7,3)
with code rate 90/420 and interleaver size 90. The second is a SCBC based on two RS(7,3)
with code rate 81/441 and interleaver size 189. Finally the third is a SCBC based on an
outer RS(7,5) and an inner RS(7,3) with code rate 135/441 and interleaver size 189. For the
comparison between the two SCBCs the interleaver size is kept the same. When comparing
the PCBC to the SCBC the size of the concatenated code blocks are chosen to be
approximately the same.
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PCBC Non-syst RS(7,3)-RS(7,3) code rate 90/420
SCBC RS(7,3)-RS(7,3) code rate 81/441
SBCB RS(7,5)-RS(7,3) code rate 135/441

Figure 4.13. Comparison between a PCBC based on two non-systematic RS(7,3) codes with
code rate 90/420 and interleaver size 90, a SCBC based on two RS(7,3) with code rate
81/441 and interleaver size 189 and finally a SCBC with an outer RS(7,5) and an inner

RS(7,3) with code rate 135/441 and interleaver size 189.

The SCBC with two RS(7,3) offers the best performance in this comparison as it has
the lowest information bit error rate at moderate Eb/N0. It should be noted that these codes
may be compared in many different ways and that this is only one of them. However, a
SCBC based on RS codes is an interesting approach that we will focus on in the reminder
of this work. The SCBC based on two RS(7,3) codes as given in Figure 4.13 has an
interleaver size of 189, since it is only practical to calculated bounds for relatively small
interleavers. The SCBC used in the rest of the work has a reasonably large interleaver of
size 945. The size of the interleaver and the particular type used will be described further in
the following section.

4.4 Interleaver Design

We see from Section 4.3, that the interleaver gain is significant for SCBC, i.e. there is
much to gain from using a reasonably large interleaver. The interleaver size chosen for the
system in this work is N=945. For turbo codes an interleaver size of 1000 is often used, but
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the codes used in this system require the interleaver to be a multiple of ki, which must also
be some multiple of no. For simplicity we have chosen an interleaver of size of l(no ⋅ ki), with
an l giving a size close to 1000, e.g. 945. The drawback with concatenated block codes as
compared to convolutional codes is that we have to feed information in l(ko ⋅ ki) size blocks
in order to get a complete concatenated block code word out. On the other hand, we do not
need to terminate the trellis in order to be in a known state. Once all of the l(ko ⋅ ki) bits have
been shifted into the encoder we know that we are in the all zero state, since this is the
definition of a block code.

The uniform interleaver used in the simulations in Section 4.3 is implemented such that
for every transmission, a new pseudo-random interleaver is chosen. The interleavers are
generated with equal probability. This is of course not a realistic situation in a real system
since we then would have to start by sending the receiver the current interleaving pattern.
Consequently, we have to choose a specific interleaver in such a case.

It is possible to design the interleaver so as to break up as many of the low weight error
sequences as possible. The S-random interleaver introduced in [59] does just that. It is
defined as follows: "Each randomly selected integer is compared to the S previously
selected integers. If the current selection is equal to any of the S previous selections within
a distance of ± S, the current selection is rejected." It is however also concluded in [59] that
if the interleaver is designed to break up, for example the weight-2 patterns, the regularity
introduced to do this actually enhances the probability of bad sequences of weight-4 and
over. Usually, choosing an S N

−<  produces an interleaver within reasonable time.
However, for a concatenated block code it is not certain that weight-2 error events are

dominant, since an error event in a block code usually is a complete code word. An S-
random interleaver with S=18 and N=945 was found for the system used in this work, but
the performance using this interleaver was worse than using a purely random interleaver
(S=1). If S=18 then we might expect to find many indices at a distance 19-21 from each
other. Since the block length of a constituent code is 21 this might actually result in a very
regular scheme permuting constituent blocks with each other. For a concatenated block
code we want the constituent blocks to form one long block code. In order to do so, we
need the bits in one constituent code block for the first encoder to be spread to as many
blocks as possible for the second encoder. If the interleaver has many indices at a distance
equal to the block length of a constituent code from each other, we might end up with
blocks that are pair-wise dependent, but that does not make the whole concatenated block
dependent.

Based on the above reasoning, a particular random interleaving pattern, a pseudo-
random interleaver, with simulation results above average performance as compared to the
uniform interleaver has been chosen. The permuter is listed in Appendix B.

4.5  Convergence Behavior

The convergence behavior of concatenated codes using iterative soft APP decoding
algorithms has been paid considerable attention recently, e.g. [14], [15]. Initially, there is
much to be gained from each iteration, but in most cases the performance reaches a point of
diminishing returns. Iterative decoding is a sub-optimal algorithm, which in most cases
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approaches the optimal ML solution after a certain number of iterations. Since the number
of iterations needed is not known and also may vary, we need some sort of stopping
criterion. Usually a fixed number of iterations is preset and we stop when the preset number
is reached. This method might lead to unnecessary iterations or performance degradation if
stopping too early. In [60], [61] and [62] the cross entropy between the distributions of the
estimates at the outputs of the decoders at each iteration is used as a stopping criterion. This
is known as the cross entropy criterion and has a low performance degradation. This idea is
further considered in [63], where two simpler criteria called sign-change-ratio and hard-
decision-aided is presented. The performance is similar to that of the cross entropy. In [64]
and [65] an error detection code is used to detect errors after each iteration. If no errors are
detected, the iterations cease. Even though the iterative process usually converges to the
optimal ML solution, there are no guarantees. In [66] it is observed that turbo codes may
have a unique fixed point corresponding to the ML solution. However, multiple fixed
points or a unique fixed point not corresponding to the ML solution are possible. Finally the
lack of any fixed points implies that there is no convergence. Further, in [14] the received
blocks are divided into three categories, fast convergence to stable state with few errors, no
convergence with a large number of errors and finally, no convergence with an oscillating
number of errors. In order to classify the received blocks into these categories, several
criteria were derived in [14]. In [15] the average behavior of the log-likelihood APPs as a
function of the number of iterations is studied for turbo codes. It is concluded that the most
effective way to use this LLR as stopping criteria is through threshold setting. We consider
this approach for our serially concatenated RS codes. Since we have a serially concatenated
code we have plotted the log-likelihood ratios on the information bits after each iteration
and not after every half iteration as in [15]. The error events are plotted with dashed black
lines as opposed to correctly decoded bits in solid gray lines in the figures below. An error
event is defined as follows. After 20 iterations the decoder makes a hard decision as
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p( 1| )
i

i

u r

u r

+

−

 = + >  <= − 
(4.26)

hence the decision boundary is zero. If the result of this decision is not the same as the
transmitted bit, an error is said to have occurred. Note that MLSD might have produced a
different set of error patters.

We consider the SCBC based on two binary RS(7,3) codes separated by the pseudo-
random interleaver of size 945 given in Appendix B. In Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.16 we see
the tree different modes of convergence observed for a SCBC with RS(7,3) used as
constituent codes and a pseudo-random interleaver of size 945 at Eb/N0=0.5 dB. In Figure
4.14 all bits converge quickly to a correct solution. This is the desired result and fortunately
also the most common. We call this mode 1. Figure 4.15 shows a convergence to a correct
solution, but only after about 16 iterations. This is a less common phenomenon, which will
be called mode 2. Finally Figure 4.16 shows a transmission that does not converge, even
after 20 iterations. Consequently 140 of the 405 information bits are in error when a
decision according to (4.26) is made. This is termed mode 3. It should be noted though, that
the log-likelihood ratio is kept in-between ± 8, which is basically the case in Figure 4.15
for the mode 2 packet until iteration number 13. It may actually be the case, that even the
mode 3 packets will converge after additional iterations.
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In [15] the same kind of plots were made for turbo codes, but mode 2 with long
convergence time was never experienced. Instead a different mode where the log-likelihood
ratios oscillate was observed. This mode does not seem to occur for SCBC with RS codes.
Also, in [15] a mode where all but a small number of bits converge quickly to a stable
solution, with the remaining bits converging in a markedly different manner occurs. It is
suggested that this is due to the low weight error patterns. This mode does not seem to
occur for SCBC with RS codes either. Whenever a packet contains errors after the 20th
iteration it is usually because it has not converged. The only occasion observed, where
convergence and bit errors occurred, was for a case then an S-random interleaver was used,
as can be seen in Figure 4.17.

Based on the above reasoning and the different modes observed, the following stopping
criteria were tried:
A. if the log-likelihood ratio for every information bit in a packet is above a threshold of

± 10, the iterations ceases,
B. if the mean of the log-likelihood ratio for all information bits in a packet is above a

threshold of ± 10, the iterations ceases and finally
C. for comparison perfect error detection is used as stopping criterion.
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Figure 4.14. Convergence behavior of SCBC with RS(7,3) used as constituent codes and a
pseudo-random interleaver of size 945. This is the desired and most common behavior,

mode 1.
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Figure 4.15. Convergence behavior of SCBC with RS(7,3) used as constituent codes and a
pseudo-random interleaver of size 945. This is an example of long convergence time, but no

errors after the 20th iteration, mode 2.
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Figure 4.16. Convergence behavior of SCBC with RS(7,3) used as constituent codes and a
pseudo-random interleaver of size 945. No convergence. This packet of 405 bits contains

140 bits in error (black lines) if a decision is made after the 20th iteration, mode 3.
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Figure 4.17. Convergence behavior of SCBC with RS(7,3) used as constituent codes and an
S-random interleaver of size 945, with S=18. Here most of the bits actually converge to the

optimal solution, but there are still errors present (black lines). This is a highly unusual
case.

The advantage of method A is that it will keep on iterating even though a situation like
the one depicted in Figure 4.17 occurs. The drawback is that the iterations will also
continue in situations where convergence has occurred, but some of the log-likelihood
ratios are low. This situation is, however, handled by method B.

When examining mode 1 packets, it is noticed that practically all packets converge
after 7 iterations. Consequently, the maximum number of iterations is set to 7. We again
consider the SCBC based on two binary RS(7,3) codes separated by the pseudo-random
interleaver of size 945 given in Appendix B. The performance measured in information bit
error rate as a function of Eb/N0 for each of the seven iterations, using stopping criteria C is
plotted in Figure 4.18. We observe that, for every iteration there is less and less to be
gained. This is the ideal case, where we continue to iterate as long as there are errors
present until the maximum allowed number of iterations is reached. This method can of
course never be used in a real system, since it requires complete knowledge of the
transmitted signal.
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Figure 4.18. Perfect error detection used as stopping criterion. Information bit error rate
for every iteration plotted against Eb/N0.

The performance in terms of information bit error rate should be compared to the
number of iterations actually made. Consequently, Figure 4.19 depicts the probability of
different iterations. Note that by the probability of 2 iterations, we mean that this is the
probability of at least 2 iterations occurring. From Figure 4.19 it can be seen that at least
two iterations is required, even when the noise level is very low. It can also be noted that
even for very high noise levels there are probabilities less than one for all the seven
iterations to occur. Consequently, much can be gained from choosing a good stopping
criterion.
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Figure 4.19. Perfect error detection used as stopping criterion. The probability of each
iteration occurring, i.e. the probability of iteration 1 is means that we iterate at least once.

In Figure 4.20 the same code is examined, but with stopping criterion A. It can be noted
that for the first few iterations, performance is practically the same as for the perfect error
detection case. However, around iteration number five, we experience a loss in performance
due to the imperfect nature of the stopping criterion. This is especially noticed at low noise
levels.
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Figure 4.20. Stopping criterion A, i.e. "LLR of every bit over the threshold" is used.
Information bit error rate for every iteration plotted against Eb/N0.

The performance in terms of information bit error rate is again compared to the number
of iterations actually made in Figure 4.21. It can be seen that, even though the performance
loss in information bit error rate was very small, it comes at the expense of significantly
more iterations in order to achieve its good performance. The probability for a third
iteration at 3 dB is 0.2 for stopping criterion A, while it is only 0.01 for the perfect error
detection criterion, criterion C.
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Figure 4.21. Stopping criterion A. The probability of each iteration occurring, i.e. the
probability of iteration 1 is means that we iterate at least once.

Finally, in Figure 4.22 the same code is examined again, but this time with stopping
criterion B. It can be noted that for high noise levels, i.e. Eb/N0≤ 1.5 dB, the performance is
practically the same as for the perfect error detection case. However, around Eb/N0≈2 dB
the loss in performance is considerable, especially for iteration four and beyond.
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Figure 4.22. Stopping criterion B is used. Information bit error rate for every iteration
plotted against Eb/N0.

When the probability of each iteration is considered, see Figure 4.23, it can be noted
that although we have a considerable performance loss for low noise levels, the probability
of each iteration is significantly lower as compared to stopping criterion A. This is
especially obvious for low noise levels, where the performance loss was most noticeable.
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Figure 4.23. Stopping criterion B is used. The probability of each iteration occurring, i.e.
the probability of iteration 1 is means that we iterate at least once.

The performance in information bit error rate for the three different stopping criteria are
plotted together for comparison after the seventh iteration in Figure 4.24. We see that all
criteria have essentially the same performance in terms of information bit error rate at high
noise levels. However, criterion B deteriorates at Ec/N0>1.5 dB. The convergence behavior
of criterion B at 2 dB has not been further investigated in this thesis. It is left as future
work.
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Figure 4.24. The information bit error rate of the three different stopping criteria.

The probability of each iteration for the three different stopping criteria is given in
Figure 4.25. We can see from Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25, that for high noise levels
stopping criterion B is the preferred one. It has approximately the same number of
iterations as the perfect error detection scheme, with virtually no performance degradation
in terms of information bit error rate. However, for low noise levels a distinct performance
degradation is noticed. Also the probability of each iteration is reduced as compared to the
perfect error detection case, which also indicates that the iterations are stopped too soon for
criterion B.

At low noise levels criterion A is the preferred one. It has virtually the same
performance in terms of information bit error rate even for low noise levels, although the
number of iterations is larger.
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Figure 4.25. The probability of iteration #3 and #7 for the three different stopping criteria.

It should be noticed that stopping criterion A has approximately the same surplus of
iterations as compared to the perfect case. In contrast, the B criterion has approximately the
same number of iterations at high noise levels, but a significant reduction at low noise
levels. This could indicate that the convergence behavior at 2 dB and above is not the same
as it was in our observations at 0.5 dB. Consequently, the best approach may be to switch
from criterion B to criterion A as the noise level reduces.
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Chapter 5 

Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request

The basic features of a retransmission protocol are described in this chapter. The
concepts behind simple automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes and more advanced
hybrid ARQ (HARQ) schemes are presented and contrasted. The fundamental mechanisms
for initiating a retransmission are introduced and classified as either a one code or a two
code approach depending on whether a particular error detection code is applied or not. The
principles behind a one-code approach where reliability information is recognized within
the decoding operation are discussed in more detail. The performance of retransmission
schemes can be improved through combining all received copies pertaining to a specific
packet. Diversity combining, in terms of equal gain combing, and code combining are
discussed in some detail. Finally, performance measures for an ARQ scheme is compared
to a regular scheme with no retransmissions. The concepts of throughput and information
bit energy in a retransmission scheme are defined and discussed.

5.1 Simple ARQ Principles

When data is transmitted in packets an ARQ scheme [17] can be used. Whenever a
packet arrives, the receiver may choose not to accept the packet, but instead request a
retransmission through a feedback channel. To determine whether or not a retransmission
should be requested the receiver checks the quality or the reliability of the received packet.
Usually this is done by means of an error detecting code, like a cyclic redundancy check
code (CRC) [18]. This two-way communication goes on until the receiver obtains a packet
that is considered reliable. When this occurs the packet is accepted and an
acknowledgement message is sent. There are three basic ARQ strategies or protocols, Stop-
and-Wait (SW), Go-Back-N (GBN) and Selective Repeat (SR). These protocols are
extensively discussed in the literature, see e.g. [18],[17] and [67]. In this work SW is used,
i.e. the transmitter does not send the next packet until it has received an acknowledgement
message on the first packet.
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For simplicity, a noise free feedback channel is assumed, meaning that no
acknowledgement messages are ever lost or corrupted. The information bit error rate is
independent of the quality of the feedback channel [67], however, this is not the case for the
throughput. Assuming a noise free feedback channel results in a better throughput than any
physical system would have. The throughput is a measure of the efficiency of a scheme,
defined in this work as the number of accepted packets per total number of transmitted
packets, if not otherwise stated. We would like the throughput to be as large as possible, i.e.
approaching 1, but still we want the error rate among the accepted packets to be as small as
possible, approaching 0. Consequently there is always a trade off between throughput and
error rate.

In a non-ARQ error control scheme, after decoding a packet we either succeed and
correctly decode the packet, Pc, or the received packet is interpreted as another valid code
word, resulting in a block error, Pe.  These probabilities are related as

1.e cP P+ = (5.1)

In an ARQ scheme, we choose not to accept the packet if the reliability of the decoding
decision is below a threshold, but instead request a retransmission. This results in a certain
probability of retransmission, here denoted PARQ. If PARQ is increased consequently Pe+Pc is
reduced, as

1,i i i
e ARQ cP P P+ + = (5.2)

where i represent the i:th retransmission. Even though we want the error rate Pe to be
minimized, a large PARQ will result in numerous retransmissions, yielding a very low
throughput. A general ARQ scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. The different probabilities involved in a general ARQ scheme.
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5.2 General Description of HARQ Schemes

A hybrid ARQ (HARQ) scheme, first suggested in [19], uses an error control code in
conjunction with the retransmission scheme. Consequently, it tries to decode the received
code word first and only requests a retransmission if the uncertainty of the decoding
decision is considered too high, i.e. if the detection is below a certain reliability threshold.
Typically a CRC code is used to determine whether a retransmission is needed or not. This
implies that the information packet is first encoded using the CRC code. Thereafter it is
sent to the encoder of the error control code that will interpret the information sequence
together with the redundancy added for CRC coding as one big input block, Figure 5.2.
Subsequently, the code block will be modulated and transmitted onto the channel where
noise is added. The decoder then usually performs MLSD and the ML sequence will be sent
to the box denoted retransmission criteria. Here it is determined whether or not a
retransmission is necessary. If a CRC code is used we simply look at the ML sequence
received from the error control decoder to determine whether it is a valid CRC code word.
If not, we consider the sequence unreliable and send a request for retransmission through
the feedback channel. The request can be done by sending a negative acknowledgment
signal or simply by not sending an acknowledgement signal. The feedback channel is
depicted as a separate channel in Figure 5.2 because it is assumed to be noise free
throughout this work, and also to indicate that an acknowledgement message, if encoded at
all, is done so with considerably less redundancy. In addition, the actual information
sequence in an acknowledgement message is usually much shorter. The retransmission
criterion is discussed further in the succeeding section. If the transmitter receives a
retransmission request a new packet will be transmitted through the channel and eventually
be received at the decoder as r2. What the new packet will contain and how much
redundancy that will be used is determined by the type of HARQ scheme chosen. The
retransmissions will continue until a reliable packet is obtained, i.e. in this case until the
ML sequence delivered from the error control decoder is a valid CRC code word.

Figure 5.2. The basic building blocks for a HARQ scheme.

 r1 (r2, r3, …)
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There are two main types of hybrid ARQ schemes, denoted type-I, [18], and type-II,
[20], [21]. A HARQ system of type-I implies that the same message, i.e. the same packet
content, is sent each time the receiver asks for a retransmission, Figure 5.3. In a type-II
scheme, on the other hand, the first transmission usually includes only information bits and
maybe some redundant bits intended only for error detection, e.g. a CRC code, as if it was a
pure ARQ scheme. If a retransmission is needed increasingly more redundant bits are sent,
this time intended for error control, making the scheme hybrid again, Figure 5.3. In a sense
the type-II scheme makes use of the information from previously received packets. This can
also be done in the type-I scheme by means of packet combining, a concept further
explained in Section 5.4. In this work the type-I HARQ approach is used.

Figure 5.3. Graphical description of a HARQ type-I scheme to the left and a HARQ type-II
scheme to the right. The white fields indicate information bits, whereas the striped fields

denote redundant bits.

If properly designed, HARQ gives a higher reliability than an error control code alone
and a higher throughput than a pure ARQ scheme.

Block codes in HARQ systems are considered in [68] and [69]. In [70] hard decision
(i.e. a two-level quantizer) decoding of Reed-Solomon codes applied in a HARQ scheme is
considered for fading channels.

5.3 Retransmission Criteria

There are different methods of determining whether a decoding decision is sufficiently
reliable and hence different criteria for requesting a retransmission. The choice of method
significantly affects the character of the retransmission scheme.

   HARQ type-I     HARQ type-II

transm. #1

1st retransm. of #1

2nd retransm. of #1

transm. #1

1st retransm. of #1

2nd retransm. of #1
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When an error detection code, e.g. a CRC code as mentioned above, is used for
requesting a retransmission this is an example of a so called two code approach [71] since
two different codes are concatenated [7] for HARQ purpose. Another method, termed the
one code approach [71] since only one error control code is used, is to identify some sort of
reliability information within the decoding process that can be used to determine whether
we need a retransmission or not. In [22] and [23] the one code approach has been used in
conjunction with the Viterbi algorithm. Instead of selecting only the ML sequence, the next
best sequence in terms of ML probability is also saved and compared with the ML
sequence. If the difference between these two sequences is below a certain threshold a
retransmission is requested.

Normally when a block code is used for error control we want to find the ML sequence.
This is done for the AWGN channel by choosing the code word with the smallest Euclidean
distance to the received word. The valid code words are all surrounded by decision
boundaries in signal space. When an arbitrary word is received it will be interpreted as the
code word in the decision region it is located. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4 where the
valid code words are grey dots in N dimensional space, where N is the block length. The
probability of error Pe is the probability of the received word being located in a decision
region belonging to a different code word than the one transmitted.

Figure 5.4. Decision regions for a block code used as an error control code. The grey dots
are valid code words and the black dots received arbitrary words.

When a block code is used for error detection we let the thresholds in each dimension
be zero. As soon as an arbitrary word is received we use a two level quantizer to obtain a
hard decision directly from the channel. Consequently, the described detector is no longer
optimal for the AWGN channel. If the result of this hard decision is not exactly a valid code
word, a retransmission is requested. This implies that the decision regions in Euclidean
space are infinity small. This is depicted in Figure 5.5. When the received word is not
inside any decision region, i.e. is not located on any of the grey dots, a failure Pf is declared
and a retransmission requested PARQ. In Figure 5.4 the probability of failure Pf=0 since the
entire space is divided into valid code regions.

eP

cP

eP
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Figure 5.5. A block code used for error detection only, implying a pure ARQ scheme. The
grey dots are valid code words and the black dots arbitrary received words.

If we use a two code approach with an outer CRC block code, Co, concatenated with an
inner binary block code, Ci, the received word will first be decoded by selecting the ML
code word according to Figure 5.4. The ML code word, which is now a valid code word in
Ci, is then used to select the corresponding ML information sequence. This information
sequence is used as the hard decision for the CRC code. Consequently, we check to see if
the information sequence received from the error control code is a valid code word in Ci. If
it is not, a retransmission is requested.

A commonly used method to determine the reliability of the decoding decision in a one
code approach is bounded distance decoding [67]. A traditional bounded distance decoder
is based on the two-level quantized version of the received vector, i.e. hard decisions,
resulting in a so-called received word. The decoder selects the code word closest in
Hamming distance to the received word if and only if that distance is less than a certain
bounded Hamming distance, typically dbd=(dmin-1)/2. If there is no code word within the
bounded Hamming distance a decoder failure is declared and consequently a
retransmission will be requested. A bounded distance decoder will make an error whenever
the received word is within the bounded Hamming distance of a code word different to the
one that was sent. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6. We can of course use a soft bounded
distance decoder if an AWGN channel is used. A soft bounded distance decoder will select
the code word closest in Euclidean distance if and only if the distance between the selected
code word and the hard decision version of the received vector is within the certain
bounded Hamming distance. The one code approach using a traditional bounded distance
decoder for Reed-Solomon codes is considered in [70] and [72]. A comparison between a
two code approach, using a trellis code together with a CRC code, and a one code approach,
using traditional bounded distance decoding of RS codes, is made in [73]. It is concluded
that the RS approach provides better performance. In [74] a soft bounded distance decoder
for BCH codes in a HARQ scheme analyzed. The DDC protocol was analyzed by the
author in [75], using both soft and traditional bounded distance decoding of Reed-Solomon
codes.

f ARQP P=

f ARQP P=

f ARQP P=
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Figure 5.6. Bounded Distance Decoding. In the center of each sphere is a valid code word.
The radius of the sphere is dbd=(dmin-1)/2. Pf is the probability of decoder failure, yielding a

retransmission PARQ.

It should be noted that if we let the Hamming distance be dbd = 0 we have a traditional error
detection code. Any received word that is not a valid code word is deemed in error and a
retransmission is requested. The only time an error occurs is if the received word is
interpreted exactly as another valid code word. This was shown in Figure 5.5. If we,
instead, expand dbd as much as possible, and at least to dmin/2, we have an error control code.
For a decoder selecting the code word closest in Euclidean distance, the hyper planes
depicted in Figure 5.4 act as decision regions and hence there are no retransmissions and
Pe+Pc=1. A decoder selecting the code word closest in Hamming distance will still
experience decoder failure, unless the chosen code is a so-called perfect code [18]. For a
perfect code all possible received vectors, i.e. all vertices of the hyper cube, are within the
bounded Hamming distance of (dmin-1)/2 of a valid code word.

In this work we will use a new one code approach significantly different from the
bounded distance approach. The source of reliability information will be explained in the
succeeding chapter.

5.4 Packet Combining Techniques

A type-II HARQ scheme uses incremental redundancy [27], [76], which implies that it
makes use of the packets that cause retransmission requests. In a way, this is a so-called
packet combining technique. The unreliable packets can be stored and later combined with
additional copies of the packet, creating a single packet that is more reliable than any of its
constituent packets. A type-II HARQ scheme can be generalized in a number of ways. If,
for example the initial transmission and a parity retransmission is implemented by a type-I

f ARQP P=

cP

eP

( )1 / 2bd mind d= −
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HARQ packet, the flexibility of the system is increased since this allows for some error
control even in the first transmission. This is exactly what was done in [28].

There are also different ways of using the information in the previously received
packets, i.e. different packet combining techniques, in order to improve performance. The
retransmission scheme described in [3] uses a bit-wise majority voting procedure whenever
three or more packets have been received. There are, however, other methods that yield
better performance for soft decision decoding. The concept of packet combining was first
suggested in [24]. There are two major types of packet combining, diversity combining,
[24], [25], [23], and code combining, [26], [27], [28]. Diversity combining is traditionally
implemented before the decoder on a symbol-by-symbol basis whereas code combining is
implemented within the decoder based on code word by code word combining. Diversity
combining is in general simpler to implement, but it is often a sub-optimal solution with
respect to code combining. The majority voting schemes for hard decision decoding is a
typical diversity combining scheme. Individual symbols from multiple identical copies of a
packet are combined to create a single packet with more reliable constituent symbols. A
code combining scheme concatenates several copies of a packet to form one lower rate
packet. If i copies of a packet with rate r are combined using code combining, a packet of
rate r/i is obtained.

In [77] a simple code combining scheme is suggested, where a rate 1/2 convolutional
code is applied in a scheme where only one retransmission is allowed. First only the output
of one generator polynomial is transmitted. In case errors are declared, the output of the
second generator polynomial is transmitted. The two packets can now be combined and
decoded as a rate 1/2 convolutional encoded packet, thus obtaining a coding gain. This has
been extended in [78] to a rate 1/n convolutional code with a maximum of n-1
retransmissions. This is termed truncated type-II HARQ.

In [25] a packet combining technique called maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used,
meaning that each copy pertaining to the same packet is weighted by a reliability value, i.e.
the known channel state information. Consequently, this method requires knowledge of the
current channel conditions. In this work a type of diversity combining called equal gain
packet combining [79] is used. Assume that the decoder has received a vector r0 and a
retransmission r1. The optimum decoder will then select the code sequence that minimizes
the probability of error, more precisely we want the decoder to select the sequence ĉ = ck iff

[ ] [ ]0 1 0 1| , | , ; .k iP P i k> ∀ ≠c r r c r r (5.3)

From Bayes rule [1] and the fact that r0 and r1 are statistically independent we get
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c r c c r c c
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Canceling the term independent of i and assuming equally likely a priori probabilities we
shall select the code word ck such that

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 1 0 10 1 0 1| | | | ; .k k i ip p p p i k= = > = = ∀ ≠r r r rr c c r c c r c c r c c (5.5)
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For the AWGN channel, where rl = c + nl and l=0,1, we have

2

2 2| | / 2
.

1
( | ) ( | ) ( )

2
l i

l l ll i l i i l ip p p e σ

πσ
− −= = − = = − =r n n

r cr c c r c c c r c (5.6)

Again canceling the term independent of i, we will set ĉ = ck iff

2 2 2 2
0 1 0 1| | | | | | | | .k k i i− + − < − + −r c r c r c r c (5.7)

We have

2 2 2 2 2
0 1 0 1 0 1| | | | 2 2 2i i i i i− + − = + + + +r c r c r r c r c r c (5.8)

and again canceling terms independent of i gives

2 2
0 1 0 1 .k k k i i i+ + < + +c r c r c c r c r c (5.9)

This can be written as

2 2
0 1 0 1| ( ) | | ( ) | ,k i+ − < + −r r c r r c (5.10)

since

22 2
0 1 0 1 0 1| ( ) | ( ) 2 ( ),i i i+ − = + + + +r r c r r c c r r (5.11)

which gives the same expression as in (5.9) if the terms independent of i are canceled.
Consequently, if the branch metric used in the trellis for a newly received packet, r1, is
added to the corresponding branch metric of a previously received packet, r0, a mean of the
current and previous package is obtained. The expression in (5.10) is known as equal gain
combining.

There is always a question of how to combine packets in a good way, but also if it
should be done. A retransmission implies that the first packet was declared unreliable. The
noise added to that particular packet is then likely to be above average. This unreliable
packet is combined with a new, retransmitted copy, which we know nothing about. It may
actually be the case that the new packet that would have been accepted by itself will be
considered unreliable when combined with the old packet [71]. This reduces the
throughput. However, we know from information theory that no information may be
thrown away. Consequently, packet combining implies a trade off between the throughput
and the reliability in terms of bit error probability. Therefore, when the performance of
different packet combining techniques are examined in this work, they are compared to the
scheme with no packet combining. It should also be noted that the retransmission criterion
determines the throughput, whereas the decoding strategy determines the reliability.
Packets can be combined when sent to the decoder, but it is not necessarily advantageous to
combine packets when checking the retransmission criterion. The different packet
combining techniques used in this work are further explained in the succeeding chapter.
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5.5 Throughput versus Bit Error Rate

The performance of ARQ schemes is often reported in terms of throughput and
reliability or bit error rate. However, there are many different definitions of throughput.
There are also different methods of presenting the bit error rate. Typically this is done as a
function of Ec/N0 or mean Ec/N0. In some cases the frame error rate or block error rate is
also reported. This section serves the purpose of defining the methods used to present the
performance of the HARQ schemes used in this work.

Suppose we expand Figure 5.1 so that we look at each time step, t, separately, where
t=0,_1, …, tmax and tmax is the number of times we conduct the experiment. Then, we have an
ARQ scheme according to Figure 5.7, where we continuously make transmissions
according to the SW-ARQ protocol. For the different quantities marked in Figure 5.7 we
have tmt, rtmt

i ∈ {0,1}, where i=1, 2, …, imax and imax is the maximum allowed number of
retransmissions. Wt

i, Ct
i ∈ {0,1}, where i=0, 1, ..., imax and finally Ft

i ∈ {0,1}, where
i=0,_1,_…,_imax-1, since we will always accept the packet after the last allowed
retransmission has been made. If we make one transmission at time t, we will set tmt=1 and
then set either Wt

0, Ct
0 or Ft

0 to 1 depending on whether we make a block error, Wt
0, a

correct decoding decision without errors, Ct
0, or if the decoding decision is considered

unreliable, Ft
0. Whenever the decoding decision of a particular transmission, tmt, is

considered unreliable and Ft
0 is set, a retransmission will be made and hence we will set

1
trtm  and one of the parameters Wt

1, Ct
1 or Ft

1 to 1.

Figure 5.7. The retransmission scheme.
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Then

0 0 0 ,W F C tm+ + = (5.13)

and for i=1, 2, …, imax-1

i i i iW F C rtm+ + = (5.14)

and after the imax and last retransmission

,max max maxi i iW C rtm+ = (5.15)

since we choose to accept all packets after the last retransmission. Among the number of
packets with an unreliable decoding decision, there would be some packets in error if they
where accepted after the first transmission, hereafter denoted FW 0. Likewise some packets
would be correct, denoted FC 0. These quantities are related as

.i i iFW FC F+ = (5.16)

for i=0, 1, …, imax-1. Following tmax consecutive experiments we can calculate the
probability of block error after the first transmission Pe

0. This is the case if only one
transmission is allowed, yielding a regular scheme with no ARQ. The block error rate is
now

0 0
0

e

W FW
P

tm

+= (5.17)

If we however, allow for one retransmission only when needed the resulting block error
probability, Pe

0+1, would be

0 1 1 0
0 1

1 .e

W W FW F
P

tm rtm tm
+ += + ⋅ (5.18)

Since each decoder failure, F0, yields a retransmission, rtm1, we have F 0=rtm1, and hence

0 1 1
0 1 .e

W W FW
P

tm
+ + += (5.19)

Note that

1
1 ,ARQ

rtm
P

tm
= (5.20)
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where 1
ARQP  is the probability of requiring at least one retransmission. On the bit level we

have a similar result as on the block level. If we were to allow only one transmission, the
probability of information bit error 0

beP , given by the above quantities is

1 1
0 ,b b

be

W FW
P

tm k

+=
⋅

(5.21)

where Wb
1 represents the number of information bits in error after the first transmission and

FWb
1 the number of information bits in error among the packets with a decoding decision

considered unreliable. However, if we allow for one retransmission only when needed the
resulting information bit error probability, 0 1

ebP + , is

0 1 1
0 1 .b b b

eb

W W FW
P

tm k
+ + +=

⋅
(5.22)

We can se that neither the probability of block error nor the probability of information
bit error depends on the number of retransmissions actually made, when expressed in the
above quantities. However, the code rate, rC, is affected by the number of retransmissions
made. Assume that the code block length is n bits and that there are k information bits
therein. The code rate is then given by rC=k/n. If a retransmission is made using a type-I
ARQ scheme, another n redundant bits will be sent, implying that even if k of them are
originally information bits they are now considered to be a repetition code on the
information bits transmitted previously, see Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8. A retransmission affects the code rate.

Consequently the code rate will decrease for each additional retransmission. For example, if
we allow one retransmission only when needed the resulting code rate is

0 1 0
1 1( )C C

tm k tm
r r

tm rtm n tm rtm
+ ⋅= = ⋅

+ +
(5.23)

as tm-rtm1 transmissions has been using code rate k/n and rtm1 transmissions has been using
code rate k/(2n). Here, 0

Cr =rC=k/n is the code rate when no retransmissions are allowed.

transm. #1

retransm. of #1

n-k redundant bits

n redundant bits
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Since BPSK is used to transmit an information vector s over an AWGN channel, each
element in the received vector r=s+n=[r0, r1, …, rn-1] is

0 0, or 1, ;  where =0, 1, , -1,
2 2i c j

c

N N
r E r j n

E

  ∈ Ν ± ∈Ν ±     
� (5.24)

where Ec is the energy used per transmitted code bit. Since

0 1 0 1,c C bE r E+ += (5.25)

where 0 1
bE +  is the energy used per information bit after a maximum of one retransmission,

when plotting the information bit error rate as a function of Eb/N0, we have to compensate
when allowing for retransmissions. If one retransmission only is allowed, the compensation
factor is determined by

0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

1
0 0 0 0

.c b b b
C C C

E E E Etm
r r r

N N N tm rtm N

+ +
+= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅

+
(5.26)

Note that rC
0+1 is the reduced code rate due to allowing one retransmission. In the

simulations in Figure 5.9 the information bit error rates, Pe
0, Pe

0+1, and Pe
0+1+2 are plotted as

a function of 0
bE /N0, where 0

bE =(n/k)Ec, thus the increased information bit energy due to
retransmissions has not been compensated for. The information bits for each retransmission
are regarded as independent of each other in terms of the consecutive additional energy
used, which is why the notation 0

bE  is used.
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Figure 5.9. Information bit error rate for HARQ scheme with RS(7,3). The decrease in code
rate due to retransmissions is not compensated for.

However, if we compensate for the decrease in code rate according to a generalization of
(5.26) we get the true Eb/N0 as shown in Figure 5.10. Both Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show
a binary RS(7,3) transmitted over the AWGN channel using BPSK. The decoder does
MLSD using the Viterbi algorithm. Equal gain combining is applied and a soft bounded
distance decoder with distance dbd=(dmin-1)/2≈2 is used to determine the need for a
retransmission.
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Figure 5.10. Information bit error rate for HARQ scheme with RS(7,3). The decrease in
code rate due to retransmissions is compensated for.

When a packet is considered to be unreliable by the retransmission scheme, it is not
accepted and consequently no errors are made at this time. Instead a retransmission is made
and a new decoding procedure takes place, but this time with more information available. If
accepted, this newly decoded packet is less likely to contain errors than the one available
after the first transmission. This is why the information bit error rate is reduced when
retransmissions are allowed, as seen in Figure 5.9. However, we also know that the
information bit energy is increased for each additional retransmission, so in order to gain
something, a considerable reduction in information bit error rate is required, Figure 5.10.
The type-I HARQ scheme does provide an additional outer repetition code, which by itself
is not a very strong code.

The reason for wanting to plot the information bit error rate in an ARQ system is to be
able to compare it with other codes, even non-ARQ schemes.  However, a HARQ system
does provide an increased flexibility and also has the ability to adapt to a changing channel
characteristic as compared to longer error control codes. This is why the performance of
ARQ systems are often presented as the frame error rate versus the Ec/N0 together with a
plot on the decreased code rate, i.e. the throughput. In Figure 5.11 we have plotted the
throughput for the scheme in Figure 5.9 where throughput is defined as
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transmitted packets
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(5.27)

Note that since we have truncated ARQ schemes all packets will be accepted after the last
allowed retransmission. For a regular scheme without ARQ the throughput would always
be 1, when defined according to (5.27). Sometimes the throughput for a regular scheme is
said to be k/n, i.e. the code rate of the error control code used. Using the same definition of
throughput the retransmission schemes in Figure 5.11 using the same error control code of
rate k/n will all have a reduced throughput by a factor k/n.
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Figure 5.11. Throughput for HARQ scheme with RS(7,3). The information bit error rate is
not compensated for.

We could also define a throughput on information bit level, where we compensate for
the information bit error rate as

   
' .

  

accepted errorfree information bits
throughput

transmitted code bits
= ∑

∑
(5.28)

We then get throughput curves according to Figure 5.12. Note that all curves approaches a
throughput' ≈0.429, which is the code rate of the RS(7,3) code used. When the information
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bit error rate is taken into account, the difference in throughput' for a regular scheme
without ARQ and an ARQ system allowing max one retransmission is less apparent.
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Figure 5.12. Throughput for HARQ scheme with RS(7,3). Information bit error rate
compensated for.

The plots in this work show the information bit error rate versus the 0
bE /N0, since we are

only interested in comparing different HARQ schemes with each other. In order to fully
appreciate the performance of the HARQ schemes the throughput according to (5.27) will
also be given.
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Chapter 6 

Concatenated Hybrid ARQ

We are now ready to combine the concatenated codes used in Chapter 3 with a Hybrid
ARQ scheme described in Chapter 4. By concatenated hybrid ARQ we mean a HARQ
scheme using concatenated codes as the error control code, but also a concatenation
between retransmissions. These concepts will be further explained in this chapter. Since the
scheme is based on concatenated codes using iterative detection and hence soft information
is passed between the constituent decoders, this implies that soft information may also be
passed between retransmissions to be used in the iterative decoding process. If serially
concatenated codes are used, a retransmission implies a parallel concatenation between two
serially concatenated codes, where the original transmission is the first constituent code in
the parallel code and the retransmission is the second. This viewpoint enables a number of
insights and improvements to be made on the HARQ system using concatenated codes with
iterative detection.

In this chapter we first present a literature survey over the use of turbo codes in HARQ
schemes. The concept of concatenated HARQ is a relatively new area where results were
first published in 1997. To the best of our knowledge a serially concatenated block code in
a HARQ scheme has never before been investigated. Also, the combination of packet
combining techniques described in Section 6.3 that are employed here is novel. Following
the literature survey, a discussion of the specific retransmission criteria used in the CHARQ
schemes is presented. These are based on LLRs within the iterative decoding process. Code
combining techniques based on exchange of extrinsic information between transmissions
pertaining to the same information bits are described and finally simulation results
quantifying performance in terms of bit error rate, throughput and real-time QoS are
presented.

6.1 Literature Survey

The first time a turbo code, i.e. a PCCC, was used in a HARQ scheme was in [29]. The
turbo code is applied in a two code approach, where an outer error detection CRC code is
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used both as a stopping criterion of the iterations and to generate retransmission requests.
Several papers with similar ideas using turbo codes in HARQ schemes followed, e.g. [80],
[30] and [31]. In [32] the idea of categorizing the received blocks into three classes
presented in [14] is extended to a HARQ scheme. A retransmission is requested for the
blocks categorized in a class where no convergence is observed. This paper is the first to
use turbo codes in a one-code HARQ system. A multitude of different retransmission
criteria has been considered in a series of papers. In [81] an ML decoding algorithm for
turbo codes is presented, which when terminated can be used to generate block error rate
statistics which in turn can also be used as a retransmission criterion. In [82] a CRC code is
used for error detection, but only bits with magnitude of LLR less than a certain threshold
are retransmitted with additional redundancy. This is a very interesting approach, although
one cannot be certain that a bit with a low LLR value actually is in error. From our
experience, the LLR of all bits in an information packet are reduced when some bits are in
error. It does however supply the ability of decreasing the size of the information packet for
the benefit of increased redundancy, while the overall packet size remains constant. In [83]
and [84] a neural network is suggested for predicting the cross entropy. In [85] the number
of non-matching bits between the inner and the outer decoder, i.e. the bits the two decoders
disagree on is used as a retransmission criterion. In [15] a HARQ scheme is suggested as an
application to the results given on convergence behavior and LLR thresholds. This
convergence behavior and the LLR thresholds, discussed in Section 4.5, are also used to
define the retransmission criterion that will be applied in this work. It is further discussed in
the next section. Finally, a threshold on the mean LLR is used as a retransmission criterion
in [86], similar to the approach in [15].

Rate compatible punctured turbo (RCPT) codes, similar to the rate compatible
punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes in [27], was considered independently by [87] and
[88] in an incremental redundancy HARQ scheme. These codes provide very good
throughput and reliability. Many papers on RCPT codes used in incremental redundancy
HARQ schemes followed. In [89] a serial concatenation of an inner RCPT code and an
outer RS code was considered. The outer RS code does, however, use hard decision
algebraic decoding. Different puncturing patterns for the RCPT codes are considered in
[90] and the effect of metric combining and RCPT-ARQ in presence of MAI in [91] and
[92]. In [93] a RCPT code is used in a HARQ scheme, with smaller and more adaptive
frame lengths, accomplished by a so-called parity spreading interleaver. A RCPT code in
HARQ with new puncturing patterns, e.g. the systematic part is also punctured, is
considered in [94]. In [95] the observation that a PCCC can be interpreted as an equivalent
punctured SCCC is used in a code combining type-II HARQ scheme, with  promising
results. In [96] a concatenation between RS codes and RCPT codes in a HARQ scheme
used in W-CDMA is investigated. Finally, in [97] RCP serial concatenated convolutional
codes is used over AWGN and fading channels.

The first time a concatenated block code with iterative detection is considered in a
HARQ scheme is in [33], where rate compatible product (RCP) codes are used. No other
work on concatenated block codes in a HARQ scheme has, however, been found.

The final application of concatenated codes for HARQ is Turbo trellis coded
modulation. This is considered in [34] and [98]-[100] obtaining noteworthy performance
both in power and bandwidth efficiency.
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6.2 Retransmission Criteria - Convergence Behavior

In this work we will use a one code approach, identifying the source of reliability
information as the LLR values. This implies that the retransmission criterion is identical to
the stopping criterion discussed in Section 4.5. The iterations will continue as long as the
stopping criterion is not fulfilled. If we reach a predetermined number of iterations without
fulfilling the stopping criterion a retransmission will be requested through the feedback
channel, Figure 6.1.

The maximum number of iterations allowed was chosen by experiments. It can be seen
from the information bit error rate curves, that no further improvement is generally
achieved after seven iterations. Similarly, from the convergence curves most of the mode 1
packets have converged after seven iterations.

The maximum number of retransmissions allowed was chosen, with the time critical
application in mind, to be four, i.e. one transmission and four retransmissions yielding a
total of five copies pertaining to the same packet. Consequently, the maximum number of
iterations that can ever occur is 5 ∗ 7=35. Schemes allowing everything between one and
five transmissions are compared.

Figure 6.1. The HARQ strategy used in this work.

The different packet combining techniques described in Section 6.3 will all be
evaluated. We consider the following procedure:

1. Transmit a SCBC packet. Use iterative detection while checking the stopping criterion
after each iteration.

2. If a stopping criterion is met stop iterating. The different stopping criteria are:

Stopping criterion
fulfilled

Check number of
retransmissions done

Stop:
Output hard

decision

Iterate while
checking

stopping criterion

Request
retransmission

Start:
First transmission

received

Maximum number
of iterations reached

Maximum number
of retransmissions
reached
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•  the LLR of all information bits are above the threshold of ± 10,
•  the mean LLR of the information bits is above the threshold of ± 10 or
•  perfect error detection, i.e. no errors are present.
These are the criteria A, B and C respectively, as given in section 4.5.

3. Once a predetermined number of iterations is reached and a stopping criterion is still
not met a retransmission is requested through a feedback channel. The maximum
number of iterations is 7.

4. If packet combining should be used it is done now.
5. Iterate again while checking the corresponding stopping criterion.

Once a predetermined number of retransmissions is reached, output hard quantized
values. In this work schemes with 0-4 allowed retransmissions are considered and
compared, yielding a total of 1-5 transmission of the same packet.

An ARQ system offers most improvements at high noise levels, since the probability of
a retransmission is high, and hence the gain. Since stopping criterion B has good
performance for high noise levels, where we expect to operate, we will mainly use this
criterion to request a retransmission. It should be noted though, that it might be better to
switch to criterion A at low noise levels. If the receiver notices that the probability of a
retransmission reduces it may change its stopping criterion.

The SCBC based on two binary RS(7,3) codes with a pseudo random interleaver
according to Appendix B is used in conjunction with the ARQ protocol. The maximum
allowed number of iterations is 7 and the maximum allowed number of retransmissions is
5. In Figure 6.2 the information bit error rate is given as a function of 0

0/bE N  for five
different truncation length of the ARQ system, i.e. allowing from zero to four
retransmissions.
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Figure 6.2. Information bit error rate as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes.

Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Erroneous
packets are discarded.

For low noise levels, the imperfection of the stopping criterion, as discussed in Section
4.5, is noticed. However, the probability of a retransmission is very close to zero in this
area, which is why all the curves tend towards the regular scheme without ARQ. For very
high noise levels, the curves of the different schemes are also on top of each other. This is
due to the fact that the probability of a retransmission tends towards one. Since virtually all
transmissions are rejected, there is nothing to gain from a retransmission. However, the
region between these to extreme values, is the working area of the ARQ schemes and a
noticeable gain can be observed.

In Figure 6.3 the throughput of the same ARQ schemes can be seen. Note that the
throughput of the regular scheme, without ARQ is equal to one.
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Figure 6.3. Throughput as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes. Mean LLR over

threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Erroneous packets are discarded.

Since the throughput is a measure of the code rate, it can be observed that there is
indeed a reduced code rate within the working area of the ARQ schemes. The reduction of
the code rate is significant at high noise levels, since the probability of a retransmission
tends towards one. We will always use all our available retransmissions, unfortunately
without significant gain. A more powerful error control code may extend the working
region to higher noise levels, but then again one should not design a code based on the
worst possible conditions.

6.3 Packet Combining Techniques - Decoding Strategies

Packet combining techniques as described in Section 5.4 are applied. Since the HARQ
scheme is based on concatenated codes using iterative detection, some of the packet
combining techniques may alternatively be viewed as a different decoding strategy. This
will be explained in detail in this section.
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6.3.1  Equal Gain Combining

The basic scheme used in this work is a type-I HARQ. We can therefore directly apply
the diversity combining technique equal gain combining. This implies that the receiver just
averages over the demodulator output metrics from all received copies of a packet to
produce a combined packet for decoding. Hence, the code rate will remain the same.

6.3.2  Inner Extrinsic Information

Since the error control code used in this HARQ scheme is a serially concatenated block
code with iterative detection, another kind of packet combining technique is possible. If we
save the extrinsic code information co from the outer decoder, Figure 6.4, which when
interleaved is the same as the ii of the inner decoder, it can be used as a priori information
when decoding the new copy, r1, of the packet received from a retransmission, [29] and
[82]. The extrinsic input information to the inner decoder, which henceforth will be referred
to as inner extrinsic information, from the previous transmission is denoted 0iir in Figure
6.4.

Figure 6.4. Packet combining or doping with the inner extrinsic information from the
previous transmission.

The process of saving the extrinsic information of the outer code bits, or the a priori
probabilities of the inner information bits, i.e. the inner extrinsic information requires no
extra memory since this is information that is already saved to be passed and updated
between the decoders. It is simply not reset when a new copy of a packet arrives. It should
be noted that the information saved from the previous retransmission is only used once
since we will have a new updated value in the next iteration. This means that when a third
copy of a packet is delivered, the latest inner extrinsic information from the second copy
will be used. One could imagine some sort of diversity combining between the inner
extrinsic information from the two previous versions of a packet, before it is used as a
priori information when decoding the third. This is however not considered in this work.
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The operation of saving the inner extrinsic information can be seen as a packet
combining techniques, i.e. some sort of turbo code combining. It is as if we were sent the
systematic bits of the inner code in a previous transmission and used this information in
conjunction with the nonsystematic channel demodulator outputs from the retransmission,
Figure 6.5. In some sense this gives us a lower rate code.

Figure 6.5. Code combining using saved extrinsic information.

The operation can also be seen as a doping procedure to speed up convergence of the
iterative detector, by giving it a push in the right direction [101]. Naturally, it is the obvious
question of whether or not it actually is the right direction, given that we know the noise
level was high in the last transmission since we required a retransmission.

6.3.3  Equal Gain Combining while Using Extrinsic Information

If the operation of saving, or not resetting, the inner extrinsic information is seen as a
doping operation, then why not have packet combining too? The equal gain diversity
combining technique may be used in conjunction with the saved inner extrinsic values.

6.3.4  Performance Results

We consider again the SCBC based on two binary RS(7,3) codes with a pseudo random
interleaver according to Appendix B. This scheme is used in conjunction with the ARQ
protocol. The maximum allowed number of iterations is 7 and the maximum allowed
number of retransmissions is 5. In Figure 6.6 the information bit error rate is given as a

decoding
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transm. #1

retransm. of #1
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on the information
bits of transm. #1
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function of 0
0/bE N  for five different truncation length of the ARQ system, i.e. allowing

from zero to four retransmissions. In this case the inner extrinsic information is saved after
the final iteration, when a retransmission is requested. This information is then used as
described in Section 6.3.2  to give the decoding operation a push in the right direction.
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Figure 6.6. Information bit error rate as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes.

Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. The inner
extrinsic information is saved and used in the decoding the retransmission.

We use the same retransmission criterion as in Figure 6.2 and consequently, for low
noise levels, the performance loss of the stopping criterion, as mentioned in Section 4.5, is
noticed. Note that the curve for the regular scheme is exactly the same in both Figure 6.2
and Figure 6.6, since the iteration stopping criterion is the same. The difference between the
two figures is the packet combining method, which obviously does not affect the regular
scheme, without ARQ.

It can be concluded from Figure 6.6, that we do indeed improve the performance by
saving the inner extrinsic information as compared to just discarding the erroneous packets.
The improvement is most noticeable around 0

0/bE N =0.5 dB, but also at 0
0/bE N =0 dB we

can observe a reduced information bit error rate when comparing to Figure 6.2. The
corresponding throughput is depicted in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7. Throughput as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes. Mean LLR over

threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. The inner extrinsic information is
saved and used in the decoding the retransmission.

When comparing the throughput in Figure 6.7 to that of Figure 6.3 where erroneous copies
of a packet are discarded, it is found to be virtually identical. There may even be a slightly
higher throughput around 0

0/bE N =0.5 dB, but there is definitely no loss of throughput. We
can thus conclude that as expected there are improvements to be gained by saving the inner
extrinsic information.

If we use equal gain packet combining, the receiver needs to store the erroneous copies
for combining with the retransmitted packet. However, significant improvement can be
obtained. We consider again the performance in information bit error rate as a function of

0
0/bE N  for our SCBC. This time the erroneous copies are stored to perform equal gain

combining with the retransmission. The result is given in Figure 6.8, where again the same
stopping criterion and retransmission criterion is used. Consequently, for 0

0/ 1.5bE N ≤ dB
this scheme looks the same as before.
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Figure 6.8. Information bit error rate as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes.

Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Equal gain
packet combining is applied.

In Figure 6.8 we can see a significant improvement of the information bit error rate for
high noise levels. Whenever a retransmission occurs with a probability 0<PARQ<1, a
performance improvement is obtained. The gain in performance is directly related to PARQ as
long as no packet combining is included. However, if in addition a packet combining
method is used an additional diversity gain is obtained. The operation of equal gain
combining does in fact correspond to including an outer repetition code. It is reasonable to
assume that when a retransmission occurs we get a significant improvement. We now have
the gain from the additional outer repetition code together with the original gain directly
related to the PARQ. When the probability of a retransmission reduces, however, so does the
corresponding gain. Consider the probability of retransmission PARQ given in Figure 6.9, we
observe that for 0

0/bE N >--1, we have at most one retransmission. At 0 dB we have
PARQ=0.9 while at 0.5 dB we have PARQ=0.5. The combining of two retransmissions improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with almost 3 dB so at 0 dB, with PARQ =0.9 we may expect
an error rate similar to a 3 dB gain. For a high PARQ≈1, we have in effect a two packet
combining scheme. This is indeed observed. At 0.5 dB, we have 50% combined packets
and 50% where the first transmission was accepted. It follows that the error rate is
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determined by half the error rate ceiling provided by the retransmission criterion for the
original transmission. This is also observed. Going from 0 dB to 1 dB, more and more
transmissions are considered reliable after the first transmission as opposed to the second.
This means that, not only do we lose in performance due to the fact that the probability of a
retransmission is reduced, but also that increasingly more transmissions lose their outer
repetition code and the reduction in information bit error rate it implies. This would explain
the "lump" observed between 0 dB and 1 dB [71]. The combined two packet scheme
reduces gradually to the simple one packet scheme where no retransmissions are done. Note
that if a perfect error detection criterion were used there would be no reduction in
information bit error rate when going from the two packet scheme to the one packet
scheme. From Figure 6.9, it is also observed that the scheme is so powerful that more than
one retransmission only occurs at -1 dB.
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Figure 6.9. The probability of retransmissions as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ

schemes. Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Equal
gain packet combining is applied.

We now turn to the throughput to verify that the improvement does not come at the
expense of a significantly reduced code rate. In Figure 6.10 the throughput of our scheme
with equal gain combining is shown.
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Figure 6.10. Throughput as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes. Mean LLR over

threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Equal gain packet combining is
applied.

We can conclude from Figure 6.10 that equal gain combining not only increases
performance in terms if information bit error rate, but also in terms of throughput. The
throughput is significantly higher than for the two previously described schemes. Again, it
is clear from the throughput performance that above -1 dB, only one retransmission is
made, making the throughput the same for all the schemes.

Finally, we have the question of whether a saved inner extrinsic information may
improve the equal gain combining technique or speed up the convergence of the iterative
decoder. In Figure 6.11 the performance in terms of information bit error rate as a function
of 0

0/bE N  is given. Also here the same stopping and retransmission criterion is used
together with the same code. However, erroneous copies are now saved to be combined
with a retransmission and simultaneously the inner extrinsic information is saved and used
as doping in order to hopefully speed up the iterative procedure.
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Figure 6.11. Information bit error rate as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes.

Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Equal gain
packet combining is applied and the inner extrinsic information is saved.

It is difficult to conclude if an improvement in the information bit error rate is gained in
Figure 6.11 as compared to Figure 6.8. We notice at -1 dB we are gradually going from a
three packet scheme to a two packet scheme. The presence of the point at -1 dB does not
have to mean that there is a higher information bit error rate as compared to the scheme in
Figure 6.8, but simply that enough error events occurred in this particular simulation. The
simulation does not comprise enough information bits to make accurate estimates of an
information bit error rate as low as 10-5 with a PARQ ≈0.2. We can, however, conclude that
the inclusion of the inner extrinsic information does not reduce performance in terms of the
bit error rate.

The throughput of the above scheme is given in Figure 6.12. It can be seen that there is
only a negligible improvement.
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Figure 6.12. Throughput as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes. Mean LLR over

threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. Equal gain packet combining is
applied and the inner extrinsic information is saved.

The improvement in throughput is only visible if there is some change in the
probability of a retransmission. However, including the inner extrinsic information may
improve the convergence behavior in terms of the number if iterations used.

We start by comparing the scheme in Figure 6.2 with that of Figure 6.6. In Figure 6.13
we attempt to show both the probability of each iteration occurring and the probability of
each retransmission occurring. Since the number of iterations is limited to seven and the
number of retransmission to five, the total number of iterations ever occurring is 35. The
frequency of occurrence of each iteration is therefore plotted in Figure 6.13. Note that after
seven iterations a retransmission occurs. Consequently, iteration number eight in Figure
6.13 corresponds to the first iteration of a newly received retransmission.
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Figure 6.13. Frequency of occurrence for each iteration. Black columns denote the scheme
where erroneous packets are discarded, whereas light columns denote the scheme where

the inner extrinsic information is saved. Plotted at Eb
0/N0 =0.5 dB.

The black columns in Figure 6.13 correspond to the scheme discarding erroneous
copies of a packet. Consequently, when a new packet arrives the iterative process starts
from the beginning. This can be seen as a staircase characteristic with a step every seventh
iteration, starting at one since each new packet requires a few iterations to converge. The
lighter columns correspond to the scheme saving the inner extrinsic information. The
number of iterations decreases smoothly due to the fact that the decoder does not have to
start from the beginning every time a retransmission arrives. Hence, convergence is faster.

Note that the first seven iterations should be equal for the two different schemes, as no
retransmissions have yet occurred. It can be seen that they are virtually identical, with small
differences due to statistical variation between experiments.

In Figure 6.14 the equal gain combining schemes are compared in a similar way, one is
using the saved inner extrinsic information, the other is not.
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Figure 6.14. Frequency of occurrence for each iteration. Black columns denote the scheme
where no extrinsic information is saved, whereas light columns denote the scheme where

the inner extrinsic information is saved and used. Both schemes employ equal gain
combining and is plotted at Eb

0/N0 =0.5 dB.

The most noticeable difference between Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 is that equal gain
combining significantly reduces the number of iterations. For the first seven iterations the
two schemes should be the same, since no retransmissions have been made and hence no
packet combining. However, we can still see an improvement in the convergence speed
when the inner extrinsic information is saved and used, since the columns for iteration nine
and ten have a lower frequency. Consequently, since saving the extrinsic information does
not require any major changes in the decoder it is reasonable to include it.

It may be interesting to revisit the convergence behavior of the three different stopping
criteria discussed in Section 4.5, when used in an ARQ scheme to request retransmissions.
In Figure 6.15 a scheme using equal gain combining and saved inner extrinsic information
is used to compare the three different stopping criteria. The frequency of occurrence for
each iteration is given for the three respective schemes.
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Figure 6.15. Frequency of occurrence for each iteration. Comparison of the different
stopping criteria in an equal gain combining scheme using saved inner extrinsic

information. Plotted at Eb
0/N0 =0.5 dB.

It can be seen from Figure 6.15 that criterion B uses roughly the same number of
iterations as criterion C, the perfect error detection scheme. Criterion A, on the other hand,
uses noticeable more iterations than criteria B and C. Consequently, the results are similar
when the criteria are used to request retransmissions as they are when used to terminated
the iterative process. It should be noted that these schemes are not identical during the first
seven iterations, since the criteria are also used to stop iterations and not only to request
retransmissions. In order to enhance the visibility of Figure 6.15 it shows only the first 20
iterations. Naturally, all the schemes presented have the ability to use all 35 iterations, but
since none of them continued after 20 iterations the figure was restricted to these iterations.

6.3.5  Outer Extrinsic Information and its Performance

From the detector in Figure 6.4 it may seem as the obvious choice to save the inner
extrinsic information. However, due to [102] the detector for a serially concatenated code
may be depicted as in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16. The block diagram of the same detector for a serially concatenated code seen
in two different ways.

Based on this interpretation, saving the extrinsic information on the information bits, io,
of the outer decoder seems like an interesting approach. This information could then be
used as a priori information on the same information bits for the outer code in the decoding
of the next transmission. Note that this input, ii for the outer decoder, the a priori
information of the actual information bits was not previously used. We will refer to this
information as outer extrinsic information. We now have a scheduling problem of whether
to fire the outer decoder with the new outer extrinsic information or the inner decoder with
the new transmission first [9]. Since firing the outer decoder first, implies that it will not
have access to any information about the new transmission in its first iteration, we chose
the latter approach. Consequently, the outer extrinsic information is not used in the first half
of the iteration.

Since we now have connected an input previously not connected, it will consequently
not be updated after one iteration. Hence, we now have the option of including this outer
extrinsic information, that otherwise would be set to zero implying equally likely symbols,
in all the subsequent iterations until another retransmission occurs.

We consider again the SCBC based on two binary RS(7,3) codes with a pseudo random
interleaver according to Appendix B. This is used in conjunction with the ARQ protocol.
The maximum allowed number of iterations is 7 and the maximum allowed number of
retransmissions is 5. In Figure 6.17 the information bit error rate is given as a function of

0
0/bE N  for five different truncation lengths of the ARQ system, i.e. allowing from zero to

four retransmissions. The outer extrinsic information is saved and used in all subsequent
iterations.
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Figure 6.17. Information bit error rate as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes.

Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. The outer
extrinsic information is saved and used in every subsequent iteration.

For the scheme in Figure 6.17 a significant gain occurs for very high noise levels, even
as high as -1 dB is observed. When compared to the scheme in Figure 6.6 where the inner
extrinsic information is saved, however, there is a performance loss for noise values
between 0.5 dB and 1.5 dB. When the throughput for the scheme is considered in Figure
6.18 and, compared to the corresponding throughput of Figure 6.7, it can be seen that the
current scheme using the outer extrinsic information actually has a higher throughput at
very high noise levels. These are the very same noise levels, where the performance
improvement in information bit error rate were observed. Ideally, to gain the most we
would like to save the outer extrinsic information for extremely high noise levels, and the
inner extrinsic information for high noise levels.
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Figure 6.18. Throughput as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes. Mean LLR over

threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. The outer extrinsic information is
saved and used in every subsequent iteration.

If we save the outer extrinsic information and concurrently use equal gain combining
we have the error rate performance showing in Figure 6.19. This performance should be
compared to the one in Figure 6.11 where equal gain combining and the saved inner
extrinsic information is used. Again, it is hard to conclude whether the outer extrinsic
information gives any extra information, since the gain of the equal combining method is so
significant. We can, however, conclude that using the outer extrinsic information does not
degrade performance.
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Figure 6.19. Information bit error rate as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes.

Mean LLR over threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. The outer
extrinsic information is saved and used in every subsequent iteration in conjunction with

equal gain combining.

The throughput of the scheme with equal gain combining and saved outer extrinsic
information is given in Figure 6.20. Once more, it is hard to conclude anything else than the
addition of the outer extrinsic information does not cause any performance loss in terms of
reduced throughput. The result in Figure 6.20 should of course be compared to those in
Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.20. Throughput as a function of Eb
0/N0 for different ARQ schemes. Mean LLR over

threshold is used as stopping and retransmission criteria. The outer extrinsic information is
saved and used in every subsequent iteration in conjunction with equal gain combining.

Finally, as a comparison, the scheme saving the outer extrinsic information is compared
to the scheme saving inner extrinsic information in terms of frequency of occurrence for
each iteration. Figure 6.21 shows our schemes when no other packet combining method are
used. It can be concluded that saving the outer extrinsic information reduces the number of
iterations. However, the performance in information bit error rate for the outer extrinsic
case was slightly worse for certain noise levels as compared to the saving the inner extrinsic
information. Also, saving the outer extrinsic information connects a previously
unconnected input, which may increase the complexity of the receiver.
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Figure 6.21. Frequency of occurrence for each iteration, when Eb
0/N0 =0.5 dB. This is a

comparison between saved outer and inner extrinsic information, no other packet
combining method is used.

When a real-time scheme is considered, the transmission propagation time has to be
taken into account. Consequently, an iteration cannot be compared directly to a
retransmission. For the plots on frequency of occurrence, one might use one time unit to
make one iteration, while a retransmission with a following iteration takes, for example,
five time units. Using this reasoning, we can calculate the probability of correct delivery at
a certain point in time.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work

The objective of this licentiate work has been to develop a foundation for an efficient and
reliable real-time communication protocol for critical deadline dependent communication
over wireless channels. Initial studies have indicated that the deadline dependent coding
(DDC) scheme offered the most promising design approach for achieving this objective.
Since the communication problem is inherently packet oriented, block codes are suitable for
error control.

A reliable communication scheme requires powerful codes. Most codes are good
provided they are sufficiently long and optimal or nearly optimal detectors are used.
However, decoding complexity may prohibit the use of codes beyond a certain length.
When a real-time communication system is used, we are not only concerned with decoding
complexity but also transmission time delay. Consequently, concatenated codes with
iterative detection were chosen. Reed-Solomon codes were considered as component codes
in a concatenated scheme. The average upper bounds on the performance for ML detection
on an AWGN channel for using BPSK were determined for both parallel and serially
concatenated Reed-Solomon codes. Based on the results obtained from the performance
bounds serially concatenated Reed-Solomon codes were chosen.

The convergence behavior for the iterative decoding process was examined. Three
different modes of convergence were observed when the output LLR values were studied.
The modes observed are fast convergence for all bits, slow convergence for all bits and
finally no convergence for any bits. An efficient stopping criterion for terminating the
iterative decoding process can save considerable processing time without sacrificing
performance. An appropriate threshold was selected based on the convergence behavior and
two different stopping criteria were derived, the LLR of every information bit has to be
over the threshold and the mean LLR of the information bits in a block has to be over a
threshold. It was concluded that the latter performed best at high noise levels, whereas it
was the former at high noise levels.

If a feedback channel is available, a retransmission scheme is often applied.
Consequently, the serially concatenated block codes have been incorporated into a hybrid
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ARQ scheme. The purpose of the ARQ scheme is twofold. It is partly to avoid unnecessary
multiple access interference by using a stronger code than needed and partly to implement
the deadline dependent coding scheme. The coding can be made deadline dependent and
the retransmission scheme provides increasingly more information the closer we get to
deadline. We have the ability to always supply something to the receiver just before
deadline or offer a fast tentative response and progressively provide iterative refinements.
The stopping criteria for the iterative decoding process we used as a retransmission
criterion constructing a one code hybrid type-I ARQ scheme with iterative decoding. The
goal is to reject packets with slow or no convergence behavior early and request a
retransmission to hopefully receive a packet with fast convergence behavior.

Three different packet combining techniques for the concatenated hybrid ARQ scheme
were presented and evaluated. Initially the diversity combining technique equal gain
combining is applied. It is concluded that equal gain combining gives substantial
performance improvements. However, since the hybrid ARQ system is based on serially
concatenated codes using iterative detection, a different category of packet combining
methods can be used. The iterative detector passes extrinsic information in-between its
constituent component decoders. The extrinsic information can be saved from one
transmission and then used to decode the retransmission. This technique can be viewed as
turbo code combining or concatenated code combining technique. Its performance
improvement is noticeable at very low additional cost in terms of decoder complexity.
Saving the extrinsic information and using it to decode a retransmission can also be viewed
as a doping operation of the iterative process. With this observation in mind equal gain
combining can be used in conjunction with the saved extrinsic information. It is concluded
that the extrinsic information does speed up the convergence process of the iterative
decoder.

Concluding, a concatenated hybrid ARQ (CHARQ) scheme based on serially
concatenated block codes using iterative detection is considered for time-critical
applications. The CHARQ scheme has excellent real-time properties. The constituent codes
and the decoder together with the truncated ARQ scheme have been chosen specifically
with a time-critical application in mind. The maximum number of iterations as well as the
maximum number of retransmissions can be chosen to optimize the protocol to a specific
environment.

The development of the DDC-CHARQ protocol is only just begun. An interesting topic
for future work is a continuation of the study of convergence behavior for different
stopping criteria. The behavior of the stopping criteria when used as retransmission
criterion can be further investigated.

The inner code in the serially concatenated scheme could be replaced by a recursive
inner code or recursive modulation, since both these approaches has been shown to have a
significant interleaver gain [13], [55]. Also, choosing a more effective modulation method
would be expected to improve performance.

When serially concatenated codes are used, any retransmission can be seen as a parallel
concatenation of serially concatenated codes. The question is then how to schedule the
process. This has not been investigated further in this work. Instead the most recent
received packet is iterated. A future application would be to close the loop and keep the
entire detector of the original transmission and continuously passing information between it
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and the detector of the retransmitted copy. If a parallel processor is available, this is a
particularly interesting approach.

The use of density evolution such as EXIT charts or SNR charts is expected to provide
additional insights to the understanding of the convergence behavior. It is also expected that
performance estimates can be generated without lengthy simulation runs or advanced
analytical bounds implied using ARQ.

Finally, from a real-time perspective, the coding of a packet can also be made
application specific. If a sensor value is to be transmitted the most significant bit can be
coded using more redundancy as compared to bits with low significance. One may also
include only certain information bits when retransmitting, yielding some bits with increased
importance. The information bits with a particularly low LLR value may also be
retransmitted separately.  The above mentioned methods are examples of an increased
reward with increased service (IRIS) task [103].
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Appendix A 

Spectral Thinning Tables

Hamming distance,
d

l=1 l=2 l=3 l=4

0 1.0000 1.000000 1.000000000 1.000000000
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0.0141 0.001162 0.000303893 0.000120721689349
9 0.6367 0.097717 0.038165077 0.020217110413188
10 2.0115 0.406795 0.195354061 0.122973903366060
11 3.6900 0.911222 0.512326685 0.362147148421658
12 6.2875 1.249941 0.723163556 0.541884037203455
13 12.4012 1.665099 0.819566831 0.568421139499571
14 20.5529 2.390736 1.076338862 0.675927658509612
15 29.5269 3.544439 1.685452594 1.111970382659490
16 37.2134 6.148997 3.054326543 2.068132252020670
17 38.3263 10.27290 5.151324372 3.57252346150686
18 33.2549 17.28386 8.185136309 5.53465645865916
19 26.8320 31.86862 13.83459103 8.58472189608420
20 18.8448 59.21441 24.63398595 14.8059186957593
21 12.1966 110.4385 44.30879325 26.7356908510663
22 8.1949 210.8639 78.43544413 46.6393445869702
23 3.9369 400.6989 136.2604410 78.7836770354039
24 1.0617 736.2470 231.0152860 128.621068186041
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25 0.0176 1292.947 382.8992060 206.729376965610
26 0 2151.548 625.6238785 332.933239197373
27 0 3369.493 1014.888066 535.877292627115
28 0 4966.403 1648.888697 866.939272754285
29 0 6896.952 2701.206636 1415.85387115603
30 0 8994.792 4462.200163 2322.74396501359
31 0 10979.23 7428.140899 3822.53210868234
32 0 12523.37 12455.43649 6311.13160380230
33 1.0000 13325.35 20993.46423 10445.3393692111
34 13219.03 35478.98348 17316.0532834836
35 12256.50 59921.31335 28691.2750299811
36 10648.79 100588.7680 47404.1631191636
37 8684.975 166699.9744 77984.4635987175
38 6668.177 270940.4607 127649.293995965
39 4826.663 429347.1022 207990.690057835
40 3289.592 660038.7453 337790.242526072
41 2122.388 980576.7008 547582.112716930
42 1310.107 1403869.257 887032.089666755
43 779.0021 1932893.392 1436647.30584121
44 454.8105 2555456.652 2326321.97678737
45 268.9082 3240561.609 3764471.22979003
46 161.0508 3937902.124 6082468.74171522
47 97.65481 4582187.305 9800313.48708715
48 60.89546 5102704.909 15719235.4112013
49 39.55455 5436178.359 25043037.2621451
50 27.12930 5539843.620 39522385.2132750
51 18.85930 5400998.589 61603724.2445206
52 13.30709 5039524.806 94546040.4886884
53 11.06620 4502845.836 142449018.011982
54 9.813077 3855520.723 210122325.522386
55 6.493493 3166399.790 302724192.590380
56 2.381067 2496892.236 425118558.612491
57 0.462693 1893149.033 580952940.827008
58 0.004066 1382728.394 771538312.499675
59 0 975331.0129 994703640.355812
60 0 666662.3437 1243880976.39799
61 0 443543.4556 1507715549.22638
62 0 288794.1014 1770456073.95614
63 0 185156.5649 2013255708.78198
64 0 117651.4180 2216313066.85242
65 0 74508.93924 2361546101.04315
66 1.000000 47218.02314 2435300712.91621
67 30009.15855 2430522783.06931
68 19164.18822 2347901289.04519
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69 12331.46031 2195718722.69425
70 7995.371218 1988456308.16613
71 5225.614316 1744487478.27065
72 3448.823778 1483374871.53900
73 2272.702273 1223322838.83458
74 1481.544762 979227872.872321
75 955.1647713 761570486.886809
76 598.7294741 576177124.722896
77 368.8243659 424700361.784154
78 228.5259618 305558279.476040
79 137.2539966 215053515.205639
80 86.14216722 148437332.233564
81 58.89206563 100764102.804816
82 38.48332552 67471486.7799227
83 25.99313672 44695043.7422505
84 17.51040633 29369834.2923858
85 11.08914001 19189419.8108834
86 10.97058418 12489932.7727847
87 10.70766851 8110249.51395718
88 6.381006648 5259754.47343259
89 1.951045047 3409436.21220458
90 0.295926338 2209842.18341503
91 0.001747388 1432139.90210445
92 0 927410.724226507
93 0 599417.318999967
94 0 386201.212593125
95 0 247828.939440796
96 0 158443.363075927
97 0 101031.840870175
98 0 64352.5770858654
99 1.000000000 41056.6812192052
100 26267.9516628851
101 16847.3850012581
102 10856.1063765979
103 7020.71691657748
104 4567.02269051395
105 3014.74870951206
106 1991.14642437752
107 1310.85684658234
108 870.733075436482
109 558.827687052826
110 347.657423541337
111 217.839293037285
112 129.113446576220
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113 83.9774223494861
114 62.4157653050846
115 40.4341007299502
116 26.9436438596442
117 17.9601148143815
118 10.4266365370206
119 11.9757221091978
120 12.1066473597150
121 6.56959039508059
122 1.75150194758038
123 0.21758952739344
124 0.00096577351479
125 0
126 0
127 0
128 0
129 0
130 0
131 0
132 1.000000000

Table A.1. Coefficients Zw+h for the evaluation of the union bound on the information bit
error of the PCBC obtained from the systematic RS(7,3) code and a uniform interleaver

grouping l={1, 2, 3, 4} consecutive input words of length k=9.

Hamming
distance, d

l=1 l=2 l=3 l=4

0 1.0000 1.000000 1.000000000 1.000000000
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 0.55996 0.0482410 0.01637076825 0.00818780863
13 1.74430 0.1326000 0.04389431287 0.02179641054
14 2.49910 0.5900700 0.49785720452 0.47432126755
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15 2.35100 0.2205400 0.09747928936 0.06222077405
16 8.31390 0.8102000 0.33999091622 0.20423037033
17 18.8800 2.0270000 1.09045835539 0.82651027610
18 17.9700 1.4745000 0.61993235964 0.38043276845
19 12.4360 1.3625000 0.60105597033 0.37613348399
20 30.4740 3.4617000 1.50491361225 0.93450375052
21 46.8890 5.5316000 2.59017435597 1.76382087042
22 31.9350 6.1140000 3.20995069117 2.38684478424
23 13.2610 8.6684000 4.37661991426 3.12054878453
24 22.3300 15.132000 7.34358051920 5.17770367778
25 24.1980 23.851000 10.2898722885 6.93989763767
26 10.5490 39.450000 14.9689634868 9.52476099376
27 3.28570 62.036000 21.8468948591 13.8141963626
28 3.62350 98.517000 30.9537087172 21.0505574651
29 2.84480 182.05000 42.7768636643 23.2399368976
30 0.92769 335.92000 74.9909494648 41.8634953340
31 0.19048 534.08000 121.504962626 75.6374645426
32 0.17460 824.91000 161.765566868 86.4358755864
33 0.30159 1411.1000 256.950625881 127.692314767
34 0.11111 2288.1000 429.801611342 222.863995469
35 0.09523 3125.9000 599.495841095 302.418709079
36 0.04761 4078.9000 821.217505756 392.655764391
37 0 5771.5000 1264.10500393 594.901033314
38 0 7727.7000 1903.70069962 898.695616057
39 0 8762.8000 2708.31840704 1255.14915655
40 0 9467.8000 4008.96166387 1813.33888164
41 0 11044.000 6145.54082452 2703.65521308
42 0.00793 12193.000 9368.38176609 3934.15286494
43 11359.000 14361.0388861 5723.12575312
44 10036.000 22100.0382945 8414.69650219
45 9587.7000 34068.8405109 12234.6293953
46 8699.7000 53332.6556268 17873.9950780
47 6671.4000 83553.5798907 26781.2919745
48 4861.5000 127948.375617 39829.8244597
49 3853.1000 193616.099758 58247.4583720
50 2917.5000 293364.119644 86610.7177009
51 1874.8000 435471.340405 129909.979733
52 1145.9000 621030.057641 190939.390283
53 776.05000 863319.569999 278868.510417
54 517.39000 1186040.66351 412638.793266
55 298.89000 1581481.93165 610455.130004
56 170.07000 2014260.09399 896159.665985
57 111.68000 2488014.86873 1321323.02422
58 71.869000 3024554.84791 1962518.46174
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59 42.207000 3560460.15230 2918062.31099
60 25.968000 3997264.69345 4341608.69053
61 15.383000 4345883.34070 6469157.88559
62 8.1351000 4645447.22149 9640810.61253
63 4.9002000 4805231.99132 14362531.3409
64 2.8730000 4737365.21070 21337322.7941
65 1.1167000 4521293.93957 31482519.3540
66 0.6049700 4243136.47825 46102409.4433
67 0.5283900 3855571.15329 67007141.3289
68 0.2431000 3341710.58051 96257146.8134
69 0.0681320 2806499.09746 136075388.008
70 0.0774810 2321002.11974 189342263.531
71 0.0649300 1862487.54707 259422559.917
72 0.0190890 1428746.45495 348758054.822
73 0.0017238 1064529.43000 458599963.038
74 0.0015801 784316.774035 590494906.193
75 0.0027293 563982.527574 745371193.686
76 0.0010055 389847.654220 919961123.928
77 0.0008618 263538.983970 1107583475.37
78 0.0004309 177948.888987 1302833578.30
79 0 118471.529525 1499717712.76
80 0 76630.2377487 1685744759.14
81 0 49098.7311933 1846446749.05
82 0 31624.7641299 1974435734.61
83 0 20112.1069051 2064945990.88
84 359120 12564.2375726 2107959815.26
85 7805.54706109 2096381035.07
86 4770.54391507 2035169608.17
87 2863.07255273 1932499165.76
88 1727.92994476 1791525261.68
89 1024.49248352 1618622796.13
90 579.985161429 1428292664.05
91 335.556978560 1233624948.91
92 203.678398765 1041221674.32
93 115.993914751 857460076.903
94 62.0650503707 690575930.228
95 36.5241984812 545313729.620
96 22.2329410231 421695148.885
97 11.6272385911 318932629.797
98 5.71394495419 236557034.443
99 3.28548935145 172624398.993
100 1.87920359704 123845652.696
101 0.92862392187 87263136.5196
102 0.48733343655 60582216.1239
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103 0.27694109293 41582326.9754
104 0.14346305612 28192064.1666
105 0.08122305530 18863224.4266
106 0.04675160043 12491307.6526
107 0.01804034712 8200536.68870
108 0.00688616947 5329027.56346
109 0.00498686143 3427696.54353
110 0.00232306695 2184382.99412
111 0.00063849542 1377666.33857
112 0.00072880443 860701.313759
113 0.00061833787 534116.439725
114 0.00017690971 328202.033033
115 0.00001024147 199205.528299
116 0.00000938801 120430.983604
117 0.00001621566 72751.7325709
118 0.00000597419 43367.4228730
119 0.00000512073 25487.0949610
120 0.00000256036 15032.2121845
121 0 8863.41780731
122 0 5106.40741921
123 0 2900.67830641
124 0 1665.30716326
125 0 951.567410274
126 0.000000142242 531.251439811
127 296.302006465
128 166.284126569
129 92.0092692107
130 50.8315162178
131 28.0833371071
132 14.9258721867
133 7.86232839244
134 4.34140222437
135 2.32127891876
136 1.15219739990
137 0.61619787975
138 0.35452179065
139 0.17936631955
140 0.08405193530
141 0.04585059512
142 0.02480110444
143 0.01105320028
144 0.00511297600
145 0.00278749347
146 0.00143481125
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147 0.00079414340
148 0.00045374738
149 0.00017456003
150 5.52685774528e-005
151 3.41374650931e-005
152 1.59889460148e-005
153 4.36014535227e-006
154 4.98249120933e-006
155 4.24830061877e-006
156 1.20025865534e-006
157 5.11313735157e-008
158 4.68704257227e-008
159 8.09580080666e-008
160 2.98266345508e-008
161 2.55656867579e-008
162 1.27828433789e-008
163 0
164 0
165 0
166 0
167 0
168 5.32618474122e-010

Table A.2. Coefficients Zd for the evaluation of the union bound on the information bit error
of the PCBC obtained from the binary RS(7,3) code and a uniform interleaver grouping

l={1, 2, 3, 4} consecutive input words of length k=9.
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Appendix B 

Pseudo Random Interleaver

Columns 1 through 15
   383   806   624   680   775   591   140   312   546   248   523    78    635   882   199
    51    444   835   113   343   701   841    31    404   898   233   933   273   724    57
   386   210   147   741   208   165   275   402   254   782   478   451   682   837   545
   842   927   375    90    755    73    267    64    553   535   120   381   916   357   201
   677   904     9      63    815   874   809   453   379    86    832   259   679   786   713
   876   161    92    578   319   265   454   447   664   823   584   554   616   219   712
    43     87    738   399   808   403    77    459   114   555   908   675   548   179   770
   182   934   921   157   174   418   684   631   574   124    32     37    328   600   501
   388   508   197   639   419   317   880   757   587   655   106   257   436   263   345
   492   121   626   494   830   654   437   674    72    907   446   836   119   696   883
   645   683   105   448   137   667   495   144   206   330   694   748   107   723   872
   160   288   506   942   173   665   102   471   132   702   884    71    740   646   350
   338   423   792   205   211    66    244   329   409   568   828   353   864   207   158
   417   603   367   368   214   666   337   505   240   360    33    493   731    97    204
   316   432   897   331   397   625    16    602   290   440   856   200   826   695   753
   651   209   783   644   542   192   125   162   456   118   875   630   178    40    466
   632   509   580   271    96     11    840   392   309   929    55    426    30    167   252
   251   834   477   885   110   461    54    788   588   470   650   718   698   795   458
   320   541    82    415   678   186   572   287   585    79    801   831   172   294   659
   377   576   614   351   166   776   565   250   869   563   621   131   272   595   658
   899   115   730   443   489    48    393   857   274   203   902   365   647   150   707
  Columns 16 through 30
   827   627   890   796   742   816   522   705   94    276    26    750   520   634   504
   607   638   922   408   877   648    53   128   803   249   562   903   790   866   764
   229   845     1     341   407   230   227    70   749   398   295   268   242   733   391
   703    58    264   333   228   710    14   778   486   777   521   358   579   858   163
   721   797   596   281     7     612   719   460    67   303   224   277   923   479   269
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   183   656   752   754   759   525   918   751   236   324  763   758    293   915   387
   861   917   336   594    95    376   892    93    433    46   168   100    164   425   311
   805   390   371   487   817   188   515   153   291    84    539   526   298   462     6
   772   384   649   941   887   283    27    661   216   852   325   729   191   427   847
   810   846   939   784   498    10    306   467   760   819   653   112   373   457   279
   223   213   556   551    18     68    135   305   822   400   743     8     686   928   932
   142   814   798   405   598   156   895   221   347   813   564   490   127   768   511
   217   421   510   530   176   804   849   597   747   245   931   610   503   717   122
   781   818   126   944   134   622   689   536   590   469   103   900   450   129   362
   361   232    34    356   619   623   452   235   308   589   185   428   618   552   534
   401   604   222     2     920   547    13   149    516   599   266   593   500   181   566
   296   745   420   349   780   567   746   820   366   189   256    24    549   700   239
   184   389   765   198   685   524    76   859    194   533   497   475   299   133   863
   255   586   109   867   241   441   138    89    481   529   725   472   396   773   550
    44    691   101   787   732   518    41   180     3      372    74    334    431  314    83
   414   794   779   671   413   636   464  434    139   637   935   821     91   280   688
  Columns 31 through 45
    62    711    709   284   896   463    28    111   289  891   465   327    81    860   761
   739   435    380   938   385   871    38    169   116  663   355   800   668   468   716
   609   218    940   382   212   913   346   15     930  455    29    322   699   502   543
   483    12     611   310   130   231   706   744   728  286   573    98    136   348   560
   583   488    669   215   936   363   662   354   862  438   145     5     848   868   154
   766   911    342   300   652   315    21    894   838  243   378    39    537   445   370
    85     17     605   474   519   811   737   528   829  159   735   540    35    889   429
   514   640    394   855   943   278   253   909   531  416   924   527   422   914     23
   617    75     512    36    839     4     592   756    56   484   789   285   482   410     60
   676   196    226   945   850    59    238   575   613  704   926   301   791   886     22
   117   476    561   873    19    262   843   270   767  606   544    49    722   785     61
   496    20     570    45    258   146   557    65    359  727   569   687    906   313   302
   708   234   395   769    812    42    195   202   412  825   888    411   177   143   893
   247   672   559   152    608   925   799   774   155   297   307   670    99   690    148
   340   424   844   601    260   762   190   870   318   878    88    321   282   641   108
   615    52    406   480    577   854   220   430   193   673   104   881   335   736   905
   910   657   507   449    581   123   237   628   538   485    50    720   442   771    69
   693   802   491    80      25    582   339   175   833   697   292   439   364   726   643
   714   473   919   633    171   344    47    304   332   571   937   352   734   558   824
   225   715   517   532    692   513   901   642   865   326   499   261   620   807   853
   681   660   374   629    187   793   151   170   912   246   369   879   323   851   141
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